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VOL. VII.-NO.30. HOLLAND, MICIL, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7,1878. - WHOLE NO. 342.
A WEBKLY"^EW8PAPEE,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
aoiLiSD cur, - • mui
OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK,
0. J. D0E3BUR5, Editor and Publisher.
IIBES or BUB3CBIPTI0N^$2.00 peryiarla aiusci.
JOB PRINTINO PRORPTLT AND NEATLY DONE.
Llvtrr ibI Silt SUblti.
IlOONE H„ Llrerv and Sale SUble. Oftlce
13 and barn on Market alreet. Everything Srat-
cImi
#ut pathetjs
Produce, Etc.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Bale Stable;
ll Oftlce of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
atreot, near Market.
Liquor Stalin.
rpEN UAGE. Wm.. Dealer in all kinda of Llquora,
JL Beer, Cldar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and keep
er of a fine Pool Table, No. fiu Eighth street.
Wagounakiri aai BUctaalthi.
Apples, V bushel ................ $ :)5 @
Beans, bushel ................... 1 fni to
Butter, tflb ..................... W
Clover seed, $lb .................. (d)
Eggs, V dozen ................... ft
Honey, ^  B> ....................... ft
Hay, » ton ....................... 8 00 ft
Onions, $ bushel ................ ft
Potatoes, |1 bushel ............ .. ft
Timothy Seed, bushel ........... ft
Wool, » lb ......................
Wood, Staves, Etc,
40
9
Ifi
9
16
1 oo
95
2 00
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
or lirst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-
quent insertion for any period unfler three
months.
| 3 *. | 6 u. I 1 r.
1 Square ............... 350 5 00 1 8 002 •' .................. 5 0«* 8 00 1 10 003 “ ................ 8 00 10 00 | 17 00
>4 Column ................10 00 17 00 | 25 00
* - ................. 17 00 25 00 40 0O1 “ .................. 25 00 40 00 | 65 no
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitout charge for subbcrlheis.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the dabscriptiou. Two XX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
tsT* All advertiaing bills collectable quarterly.
$ail |oads. ^
Chicago k Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Taken Effect, Tuwiay Jan. 1, 1878.
Arrive at L‘.av<
Trains.
Grand Rapids.
ii
Holland, Holland,
1 1 15 a. in.
11.55 a. m. f 5.15 "
" " t 9.85 p.m.
Muskegon, Peniwaler
3.80 p. m.
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. m. 5.25 a. m.
• 1 »«
New Buffalo &
t 9.25 p. m. 8.85 p. m.
Chicago. I 1.05 a.m. 12.15 "ii .i f 5.10 " * 11.00 a. tn.
•« i<ii ii 8.25 p. m. 1
* 2.40
9.40 "
Mixed trains
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
t Daily except Saturday,
i Mondays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All traintfon this road, will be run by Chicago
time which la 20 minutes later than Colamboa
time.
Xioh. Lake Shore Bail Bead-
Taken Effect, luesday, Jan. 15, 1878.
feisf Horth.
No. 4. No. 2.
p. m. p. m.
8 00 12 15
7 25 11 41
7 15 11 36
6 30 11 07
5 85 10 40
5 07 10 18
» 55 9 90
STATIOHS.
Muskegon,
Ferryaburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigoon,
Holland,
Fillmore,
Allegan,
Qoiaf Sonth.
No. a. No. 1,
p. m. a. m.
* 00 7 50
2 83 6 40
2 38 8 50
8 18 9 40
8 45 11 15
4 15 11 45
5 00 1 15
D. P. CLAY, Rtcdver,
Grand Rapids, Mlcb.
Close connections made at Allegan with Q. R. &
. R. R. and L. 8. A M. S. for Plainwell, Kalama-
zoo, Ft. Waype, Cleveland. &c., Ac.
§usiwss firfftorij.
ttomyi.
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney andU Notary Public; River street.
VfC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
ifl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
rPLN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
X Agent. Office In Kenyon A Van Pulton’s bank
Eighth street.
Baiklsg ini Izchiigt.
VT-AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col-
 lecting, Drafts bought and sold; Eightnstreet. tMy
Birbtn.
T'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,U aharapooning, hair-dyeing, etc., doneatrea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. 14-ly
Boot! ail Shoei.
TTEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
XX Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings, etc.,
Eighth street.
Coaaluioa Xirohiat.
TkfiACH BRO'S, Commission Merchants, and
X> dealers in Grain, Flour and Prodnce. High*
ost market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Bratiit.
P'' EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence aud ol
VJ flee on Eigntb street, opposite Vau Raalte'
Shoe store.
C'URQUSON, B. R. Dental Surgeon. PerformsX all operations appertaining to Dentistry in
Uie best style of the arc Office, over B. P HlggUu’
Art Gallery.
Btufi and Miliclaei.
T'hOESBURG.J.O., Dealer In Drugs and Medl*
XJ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy-
sician’s prescriptlons.carelully put up: Eighth st.
AI'EBNGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
JL Jclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. River street.
TTAN PUTTEN, Wx., Dealer In Drugs, Modl-
tU V clnes, PsinU, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van D bn Biro’s Family Medicines; Eighth St.
incss.
furaltari.
Vf EYER, H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur-
ifl nltare,CnrUlus, Wall Psper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
(tairal Stalin.
TTAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers. In Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery. Hats and Gaps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River et.
I'VIJKEMA J. «fc C. Wagon and Blacksmith
LJ Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River.
Heat Karksti.
IJUTKAU& VANZOEREN, New Meat Mar-
XI ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages consiautly on hand.
TT’UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
\7ANDERHAAR, II., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
T and Smoked Meats and Vegeubles; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Uaiufaetorlu, Kllli, Bhopi, Ite.
LTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer In
LI Agricultural Implements; commlaslon agent
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10thA River street.
DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
X of Ptugger MUU: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street. ,
1TERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
T Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Notirv Publics
pOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
L Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col-
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
1X7 ALSU, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
TV and Inanranco Agent. Office, Ci/y Drup
Start. Bih street.
Pkriiclau
Cordwood, maple, dry ..............
“ green ............
“ beach, ary ..............
“ •* green ...........
Hemlock Bark ...................
Staves, pork, white oak ..............
Staves, Tierce, “ .........
Heading bolts, soft wood ..........
Heading bolts, hardwood ............
Stave bolts, softwood ...............
SUve bolts, hardwood. .............
Railroad ties ..........................
Shingles, A $ m . . . ..................
drain, Feed, Etc.
..f 250
... 200
. . 200
. 1 75
ft4 00
ftlOOO
12 00
ft 2 54
... 2 75
... 2 25
... 800
10
® 200
Wheat. white N bushel ...... new 95 ft 98
Corn, shelled VI buahel ............ 42
Oats, N bushel .................... 27 ft 28
Buckwheat, $ bushel ............. 50 60
Bran, 9 ton ....................... ft 13 00
Feed. V ton ...................... 18 00
“ N 100 lb ..................... 120
Barley, V 100 lb ................... 100
Middling, N 100 lb ................. 100
Flour, |} 1001b ..................... 2 87#
Pearl Barley, 100 lb .............. 8 00 ft 4 00
Xeati, Etc.
Beef, dressed per lb ....................
Pork, “ “ ......................
Lard ................. ...............
Smoked Meat ..........................
•* Ham ............................
“ Shoulders ........... ..........
Tallow, per lb ..........................
Turkeys, “ ..........................
Chickens, dressed per lb ................
H. C. MATRAU,
FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT.
A NNI8, T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
/V. 8. W. cor. Pablic Square.
|)ES1\ R. B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
m3 Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich.
y^EDEBOER, B. PhysIcUin^and Surgeon: Office
public sqmtre. M VCr 'treCt opi>c,ite
F EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon;
XJ office at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
^£0 CULLOCH THUS. ^ Physician and Surgeon,
be (ound at Wm. Vau /utten’a Drug Storeu^Calu
made In city and country day or night. Acute
and Chronic diseases successfully treated. Consul-
tation free. ]4_4W
CHICAGO ui XIGHICAH LASS SHOES
KAILROAD,
Sells Tickets to principal points In the United
Sta'es and Canada. Through bills of Lading issued
and rates given for Height to all points east and
west. * Information as to routes and connections
for travellers, and rates of freight for shippers,
cheerfully furnished at the
Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,
7-lv
Eastern Salt at $1.80 per barrel and at
wholesale for $1.25 per barrel at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
- -«••» -
An Undeniable Truth,
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
IVlat residence, on Tweiltb st., and at H. Walsh’s
Drug Store.
OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Poysician. Office at D.O R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
Fhnjgrapher.
TTl6GINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
XX lory opposite this oftlce.
Baiilsri.
X7AUPELL, U., Manufacturer of anddealenu
V Uarnesa, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
Tobacco tad Cigars.
rpE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
X Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watoku mi Jmlry.
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,O and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
You deserve to suffer, and If you lead
a miserable, unsatisfactory life in this
beautiful world, it is entirely your own
fault and tbere is only one excuse for you,
—your unreasonable prejudice and skepti-
cism, which has killed thousands. Person-
al knowledge and common sense reaion-
ing will soon show you that Green’s
August Flower will cure you of Liver
Complaint, or Dyspepsia, with all its mis-
erable effects, such as sick headache, pal-
pitation of the heart, soUr stomach, habit-
ual costiveness, dizziness of Hie head, ner-
vous prostration, low spirits, &c. Its sales
now reach every town on the Western
Continent and not a Druggist but will tell
you of Its wonderful cures. You can buy
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents. Three
doses will relieve you.
Every lady should get a Dress Lift for
25 cents at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
U. S. of I.
HARMONY LODGE. No 12, United Sons of
Industry, meets at their Hall over, Kruiseuga's
Store, every Thursday evening.
Visiting brothers cordially invited.
A. McDonald, President.
D. Van Bruookn, R. 8.
iToTof 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,IndepondentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hal), Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
Butkau, N. G.
F. k A. X.
A Regular Communication of Unitt Low,
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hi
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Sei
11, at 7X o’clock, aharp. *’ 1n , David Bkbtsch, W. M
O. Brbtxan. Stc'v.
If Ton Intend to Paint,
Call at the Drug Store of Heber Walsh,
and examine the
Bucklin'* Arnica Salve,
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, SorM, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hfrods, Chilblains, Corns, and
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
in every case or money retunded. Price
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
A Fine White Dress Shirt the best In
the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store
of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
A Wonderful Discovery.
Er. Kino's California Golden Compound,
and what is still more wonderful it cos\»
nothing to give this great remedy a trial.
It will positively and speedily cure Dys-
pepsia, Constipation; Sick Headache, Com-
ing up of Food, Jaundice. Liver Complaint,
Biliousness, General Debility, Drowsiness
and Low Spirits. This wonderful remedy
will positively cure, and that where every
other remedy has failed. To prove that it
will do all we claim for it you are pre-
sented with a trial bottle by your druggist
free of cost, by which you will readily per
ceive its wonderful curative qualities, and
which will show yon what a regular one
dollar size bottle will do. For sale by
Heber Walsbt Holland, Michigan.
Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors,
These paints are mixed ready for the
brush, sold by the gallon, and can be ap-
plied by any person. Sample cards free.
White Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes, &c.,
very cheap. 5-i8w
Mr. E. J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash
Store man wishes to inform the Ladies of
this city and vicinity that he will keep on
hand a full supply of aewing machine
needles for all machines.
A new lot of Cigars, just received as
well as Fancy Tobaccos. Also, Finzer’s
Mixed Plug Smoking. Something new.at PESSINE BRO’S.
The place known as the “Dr. Morris
place,” is for sale cheap for cash. Inquire
at this office, or at J. W. Hopkins, Esq.,
Grand Haven, Mich.,— containing nearly
7 acres, with improvements and house.
sowceT
The undersigned, Dr. L. E. Best, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
services as a Physician, Surgeon and Ac-
coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas lie pays particular attention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
until 4 p. m.
L. E. BEST. M. D.
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
This apace belong* to the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union.
W. ®. *1.
The W. C. T. U. hold weekly meetings
on Wednesday afternoon, of each week at
8 p. m., at Hope Church.
The following arrangement of the
words in Proverbs 28: 29-82, first ap-
peared in the Youth's Temperance Enter-
prise, for April 1842.
A GLASS FOR THE INTEMPERATE.
Who hath woe? Who hath sorrow?
Who hath contentious? Who hath
babbling ? Who hath wounds without
cause? Who hath ndness of eyci>?
They that tarry long at the
wine! They that go to seek
mixed wine! Look not
thou upou the wine
when it is red;
when it givelh
his color
in the
cup;
when it
moveth itself
aright.
At
the last
it biteth like a
serpent, and stingeth like an adder.
Young Xen.
We know of no class upon which the
claims of temperance should be more
earnestly brought home, than that of our
young men. The topic which should en-
force this remark are too obvious even to
permit repetition. Let a young man but
reflect a moment upon his position in
society, and upou the duties which devolve
upon him in view of it. Can he avoid
perceiving that if he would be respectable
and respected as he advances in life— if
he would win aud retain the confidence
of his fellow men— he must shun the com
pany of the idle, the vicious and the open-
ly depraved? Can he avoid the conclusion
that it has forever ceased to be creditable
to drink of the intoxicating cup? The
mighty voice of on enlightened public
opinion has set upon this dangerous and
in all respects useless practice, the mark
of its unmitigated reprobation. Young
man! Why then will you forge for your
own limbs the chain of servitude? Cease
the debasing, degrading indulgence.
Give it up. "At the last it biteth like a
serpent and stingeth like an adder.” Ere
the habit has become too strong for your
resistance— ere you sink into the slough
of despond— a bloated, shunned, and pol
luted thing, take the stand of a sober self-
denial. Go not in the way of temptation—
cultivate your moral nature— labor to raise
and restore to usefulness those who have
fallen— and depend upon it, great will be
your reward.
Selected.
Gymnaitici in Italy.
The study aud practice of gymnastics
are to be made compulsory in all the State
schools in Italy. The apostle of physical
culture in that enervating climate is Se-
bastian Fenzi, the son of a Florence banker.
He built a gymnasium at his own expense
in that city, and, from that beginning, the
movement has extended from city to city.
He hu$ preached gymnastics to senators
and deputies, to the syndic and municipal
councillors, and even to the crown princess,
now queen. He especially inculcates iti
advantages on all mothers of families, as
likely to a remarkable extent improve the
personal charms of their daughters. And
so far as hia own domestic experience
goes, his theories have not been con-
tradicted by practice, for he is the father
of the most beautiful women in Italy.
XtoXahon and the Presidency.
The rumor that Marshal MacMahon
will probably resign after the Senatorial
elections was sure to arise in view of the
new defeat which almost certainly awaits
the conservatives in January. It must be
remembered, however, that the Marshal
has not been accustomed to consult bis
own inclinations in taking political action.
* * * On one condition only is it
conceivable that the OrleanisU wonld
counsel the Marshal to relire before bis
term, and this would be if he consented to
resign in November before the Senatorial
renewal. The election for the new Presi-
dent would then take place with the Senate
as at present constltoted, and the conser-
vatives might have little difficulty in per-
suading the Left Centrists to Join with
them in voting for a very moderate can-
didate. M. Gambetta would have no
chance ; M. Grevy might have some ; but
It would not be at all strange if the choice
of the congiesa fell on M. Dufaure or the
Due d’Audiffret-Pasquier. It cannot be
denied that the republicans would find it
much to their advantage if Marshal
MacMahon remained in the presidency
mull 1880. If the republicans are obliged
to adjourn all their plans of legislation
until 1881 ihe two years ordeal of patience
they will undergo cannot but operate bene-
ficially upon them. It will knit them
closer; give them lime to work together,
and to decide how far and in what direc-
tion they may bo disposed to move in
company.— From the Pall Mall Gazette's
Paris letter.
A recent traveler in Palestine was as-
tonished by the numbers and preservation
of the roads built in the Roman era. They
were laid out on all main routes, and were
constructed so perfectly that in many sec-
tions they endure to day as well as If fin-
ished not lung ago. The country of Pal-
estine was one of the most difficult sort to
carry a system ol roadways over, and yet
its obstacles were surmounted with the
least possible expenditure of labor. Every
route was curbed on each side by lines of
stones projecting from one to two feet
above the surtace of the soil; between
these boundaries the avenue was paved;
streams were crossed by bridges, whose
style remains preserved slone in those of
Italy to the present hour- as, for example,
those of Venice; valleys were traversed
by viaducts; and causeways carried the
line up or down mountain sides, either by
piers of masonry or in channels sufficient-
ly wide cut out of living rock. Often zig-
zags and steps were resorted to In climb-
ing sleep ascents. Whenever the street
passed over solid rock, the wear of char-
iot wheels in the course of time made ruts,
which remain to-day as plain and deep ast
when the last car passed over.
Frank LmIIs’i Sunday Xagulm
For October is worthy of especial favor;
it is of more varied interest than any pre-
vious issue, and many of the articles will
attract more than ordinary attention. A
series of Illustrated papers upon natural
history and the manners and customs of
the Inhabitants in various parts of the
world, now In coarse of publication, are
full of instruction and entertainment; of
this class are an account of a visit to the
Great Foundling Hospital in London by
Rev. Henry C. Potter, and a curious de-
scription of the old Baptist Monastery at
Euphrata, Pa. A graphic description of
the Broadway Tabernacle, New York, is
contributed by George F. Davenport; and
an article of peculiar value on the "Nature
and Treatment of Inebriety, ^ by George
M. Beard, will be read with considerable
interest. There is an admirably written
sketch by Henrietta M. Holdich, "My
Uncle John”; one of the career of the
late millionaire merchant, Jonathan
Sturges; and a paper oo Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, the merits of which will not
fail of appreciation. In the department
of fiction are : "Heiress and No Heiress,”
the continuation of "Michael Airdee’s
Freehold,” "In Mischief Again,” e^., etc.
The number is especially rich in original
poems, by Byron A. Brooks, Nellie C.
Hastings, Paul H. Hayne, and others.
The editor, Rev. Charles F. Deems, dis-
courses from the Home Pulpit on "Spiri-
tual Mindednesi”; continues his edifying
Popular Exegeses; and some very pleasant
reading will be found in his Portfolio and
Library Table. These area few of the
prominent features of the number, which
abounds with articles, religious and secu-
lar, embodying beautiful thoughts, and
replete with valuable information, filling,
together with over 100 illustrations, 128
quarto pages. The price of a single num-
her is 25 cents, and the annual subscription
Is $3, postage free. Address Frank Leslie,
58, 55 & 57 Park Place, New York.
Worcester’s Pocket Dictionary.—
We have just received from the publishers,
J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia, a
copy of this really valuable little volume.
Worcester’! Quarto Dictionary is the
standard authority of the majority of the
scholars of America and England, and
from it the abridgment now before ns has
been moat carefully compiled. It la a
complete for the general reader
and correspondent, containing, besides a
profusely illustrated vocabulary of over
eighteen thousand words, lists of foreign
words and phrases, abbreviations, rules
for spelling, numerical tables, etc. The
publishers will mail this work to any ad-
dress on receipt of the price, 08 cents.
]{olkttl lita tews.
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
WEEKLY HEWS REVIEW,
THE WEST.
A bold operation bj highwaymen is
reported from CoDoordi*, Lafayette county,
Mo. Three highwaymen Entered the principal
bank of the town about mid-day, and, with
cocked revolvers pointed at his bead, com-
pelled the cashier to keep quiet while they
proceeded to gather in the contents of the
vaults. They secured about 14,000 in cur-
rency, leaving some 13,000 in silver, and
rode off in a' southerly direction....
After a vacation of several weeks, Manager
McVicker. of Chicago, has once more opened
his own theater, for the season of 1879. The
attraction selected for commencing the season
was last winter’s greatest New York success,
“Diplomacy.” a play pronounced by the critics
the strongest in plot and incident of the large
number brought out that year. Wallaok's New
York combinatiou, strengthened by several of
McVicker’s new company, appear in the caste,
and the result is one of the most enjoyable
entertainments ever given at that popular
house.
While three men were ascending in
an Elevator in Kirigsland, Ferguson & Co.’s
building, St. Louis, the other day, the wire
rope broke, and elevator and men were precipi-
tated to the ground floor. Two of them were
killed and the third mortally wounded.
A Louisville (Ky.) dispatch gives
the following shotting incident of the yellow,
fever plague : “ Andy Armstrong, late mate of
the John Porter, the Ohio river steamer, has
arrived here. He is the only survivor left of
the entire crew who remained ou board, and
the picture he paints of the terrible fate of
the Porter is horrible in the extreme, and
recalling in some of its ghastly details the an-
cient mariner of yore. The men who shipped
at Louisville were all taken down before they
reached Cincinnati, himself excepted. He says
the situation of things frightened awav both
nurse and doctor. At Galipolis.Ohio, people with
shot-guns prevented the boat from landing,
and when his last companion died they would
not permit him to come ashore to burv the
body, which was cast into the river.”.... Gen.
James Baker, who has just returned Jo 8t Paul
from the north shore of Lake Superior, reports
forest fires extending almost continuously for
160 miles. The fires started near Duluth, and
spread back of Beaver bay, Grand Mare’s and
Horse-shoe bay, encircling Grand Portage;
thence to Thunder bay and Silver Met.
The Indian difficulties in the far North-
west have been extinguished in. a council in
Washington Territory, • at which Gen. O. O.
Howard presided. The chiefs promised to give
up the Indians who had murdered whites, and
announced their future peaceful intentions.
Pbssiden?, Haves, accompanied by
Secretaries Devens and Thompson, arrived at
Chicago on the morning of Tueadav, Sept. 3,
took rooms at the Grand Pacific Hotel, at noon
of that day reviewed the firemen’s prooession.
formally opened the National Firemen’s Tour-
nament on Wednesday ferenoon, and
on the afternoon of that day departed for St.
Paul, to attend the Minnesota State Fair. .. .
Beports from man localities in Wis-
consin, Illinois, Iowa. Minnesota and Dakota
wys the Chicago 'Tribune, indicate that there
will be no No. 2 barley this year. The crop was
seriously damaged by wet weather during
harvest. . . .Chicago’s contributions for the
relief of the yellow-fever sufferers at the South
amount to over •80,000.... During the last
week of the existence of the Bankrupt law
the enormous number of 734 petitions in bank-
THE qoura.
.The yellow-fever reports from the
, South, on the 29th ult, were not encouraging.
At Memphis the plague had become more
violent. But 3,000 white people were left in
the city. New oases, 119; deaths, 68. The
physicteDs were completely worn out, and were
resting, while fnenda of the sick were search-
ing in vain for medical attendants. At New
Orleans the death rate was iteadily advancing j
l*?0*?1* twenty-four hours
67. At Vicksbnrg a larger number of new
cases were reported than on any previous
day, .though the mortality was not so
Hiss. , which had a population
of 8.500 when the plague appeared, was almost
completely deserted; not a single bu-dness
house open except two drug stores ; the Court
House was locked np, all the officials having
fled the town ; nothing but hearses and coffins
were to be seen in the streets. Grenada, Mis#.,
reported twenty-two deaths in the preceding
twenty-four hours. With the exception of
phyridans ^  nearly every living soul
jn to®, {°wn was down with the plague. At
Port Gibson, Miss., the fever was extremely
malignant, and showed no abatement
Advices from Nashville, Tenn., report
that Collector Woodcock, of that district, has
been prosecuting such a vigprons war against
illicit distillers that many of the “ moonshin-
ers have made overtures to United States Com-
missioner Mather, proposing to execute bonds
for appearance at the next .term of court, with
the understanding that a reasonable fine shall
be imposed, irith a nromise that they will here-
J^tegvetoefcw. This offer will probably
A dispatch from Austin, Texas, says
a squad of State troops nnder C*pt. Fays en-
wuntered a Urge body of Indians from the
Fort Stanton Reservation at Water Hole, shout
forty miles northwest of ElPsso. The rangers
were forced to retreat on account of thfbver-
whehiing force of Indians, losing one man,
and the Indians seven. ,
Ben Hadley and Diamond Powell
were hanged in the presence of 4,000 people at
Long View, Texas, on the 80th ult, for the
murder of Aug. Reincke.
Yellow-fever bulletin for Aug. 31;
New esses in Vicksburg for the preceding
twenty-four hours, 160; deaths, 18. Memphis
—New cases, 100; deaths. 67. New Orleans-
The deaths increased- to 59, the largest number
m ie?;1and'?8ry,fl,r h*A "covered.
Grenada-SIteht increase in the death rate; no
material for ‘he spreading of the fever. •
The deaths in New Orleans on Sept
1 numbered eighty-eight, and the fever was on
the increase ; whole number of deaths to that
date, 1,003. At Vicksburg there werentoTt!-
eight new cases of fever and t»entv-fiv«
People go about the streets in mourning and
Christian burial for their dead is a boonwhich
few are blessed with- At Elmwood shallow
graves are dog, and sometimes a short prayer
u uttered by a minister, but, more frequently
there is no service, and the . dead are pot away
Reports of the yellow plague in the
Southern cities up to Sept 4 show no abate-
ment of the epidemic. At Memphis there
were eighty-six deaths for the previous twenty-
four hours, about half of them colored peo-
ple. Physicians and nurses were well-nigh
worn out, and the situation was extremely dis-
couraging. A Vicksbnrg dispatch thus de-
scribes the situation in that city : This truly
has been the saddest day Vicksburg has experi-
enced for fifty years. There Is no telling of the
suffering within our midst. No pen can picture
the dreadful state of existing affairs here, and
the outside world can form only a faint idea of
the misery of the poor of this plague-stricken
dte. If this devastating disease keeps np the
strides of the past twenty-foor hours there
'rill not be one left to tell the tale in ja* abort
time. There is no way to-day of getting at
the correct list of new cases.
The death-list — oh ! horror ! — exceeds
any daring the scourge of the never-
to-be-forgotten 1853. No person seems
to btf txsihpt from attack, not even those who
have . had the jellow, fever be tore." At New
Orleans the nlagtie was on tha i0 far
as the number of new cases was concerned,
though; the mortality was not so great,
only ’88 deaths being reported for the
twenty-four hours. The fever had broken
out at Brownsville, Tenn., Holly Springs,
Greenville, and Delphi, Miss., and Hickman.
Kyf. and the, inhabitants of those towns were
fleeing as fast as they could get away. At
Hickman the epidemic raged several days be-
fore it was ascertained that the disease was
really yellow fever, and then a wild ptnio en-
sued. Owing to the terror of the people, the
suffering in these rural towns will be greater,
proportionately, than in the larcra cittea. ge i s
GENERAL.
Samuel Allan McCoskry, Bishop of
the Diooese of Michigan, has been solemnly
deposed from the ministry of the Protestant
Episcopal Church by the unanimous action of
cthe House of Bishops. Thjs action was a sur-
lirise to all savb the members of the House, it
having been generally understood that the
resignation of Bishop McCoskry, submitted im-
mediately before his departure for Europe,
would be accepted. His deposition from the
ministry and from all its offices, however, is
not the result of a former trial of charges of
immoral conduct, bnt has beeh made simply on
the technical grounds of his abandonment of
his diocese and departure from the territory of
the United States while allegations affecting
his morality were in existence.
WASHINGTON
Dennis Kearney, the labor agitator,
called at the White House the other day and
had a short conversation with the President,
during which he complained bitterly of the
umhappy condition of laboring men. depres-
sion of business, and general hard times.
The President, argned the subject in a
quiet manner, and is reported as
having done jdl the talking, “giving
Kearney very little opportunity to say anything.
The President explained that the country bad
not yet fully recovered from the effects of the
great war, but that matters were beginning to
adjust themselves to ant* war conditions; that
for several years there was an inflated condi-
tion of basineis, with a surplus of moneV?
which many mistook for property, but that nefo
business was getting down to bed-rock, so to
speak, and the people were learning again the
value of a dollar. He said he thought that all
money should have a gold basis, and that re-
sumption would do much to relieve hard times,
which he did not think would fast muchlonger." „
It is again reported that Judge Devens
desires to relinquish the Attorney Generalship, 1
and that he will do so if he can secure the ap-
pointment of United States Judge for the New
England circuit, which office has recentlv beer
made vacant by the death of Judge Shepley, of
Maine.
The Postoffice Department has taken
important action with regard to the transporta-
tion of gold and silver coin through the mails.
Circulars have been prepared directing post-
office officials to receive gold and silver oom as
third-class mail matter in packages not to ex-
ceed four pounds in weight, with the additional
charge of 10 cents for registration. The new
system o ’ registration of third-class matter will
go into effect Oct. 1,
According to the treasury statement
for Sept. 1, the national debt was decreased
•6,475 ,604 during the month of August Ap-
pended are the official figures ;
Bix per cent, bonds ............... .....$ 723, M3, 850
Five per cent, bonds ................. 703,286,650
Four and a half per cent, bonds ....... 250,000,000
Four per cent, bonds ................. 141,860,000
Total coin bonds .................. $1,818,670,500
multiples of 11,000 and not exceeding $10,000
will be redeemed in standard silver dollars.
; POLITICAL.
Gen. Joe Johnston has been nomi-
nated for Congress by the Democrats of ,the
Richmond (V&0 district.... The Connecticut
State Temperance Convention has made the
foUowtag nominations: Governor, Jesse G.
Baldwin;. Lieutenant Governor, George P.
Rogers, Jr.; Secretary of State, A. 8. Beards-
ley; Treasurer, W. S. Williams ; Comptroller,
Edmund Tuttle. * '
The Tennessee Greenback Conven-
tiou, in session at Nashville last week, nomi-
nated J^lge E. H. $:astj for governor.
Benj. Butler, in response to a
call signed by 50,000 voters of Massachusetts
urging him to stand for Governor of the Com-
monwealth, has written a letter accepting the
nomination . , Cob Mcsby.'bf rebel guerrilla
fame, has been commissioned by the
President as Consul at Hong Kong, China.
••••The following ticket was nominated by
the Republicans of Kausas in convention
at Topeka, last week : Governor, J. P. 8t John;
Lieutenant Governor, L. U. Humphrey ; Score
tary of State, James Smith ; Treasurer, John
Frances ; Auditor, B. I. Bombrako ; Attorney
General, Willard Davis ; Chief Justice. A. H.
Horton ; Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Allen B. Lemon.
lawful money debt, .................. $' 14.060,000
Oertiflcatea of deposit ................ 49,480,000
Fraettonal curreney .................. 16,351.728
Ooin oertiflcatea ....................... 44,017,850
Total without Intereat ............. $ 456,572,834
Total debt ...
Total Interest ,
.$2,301,218,984
27.890,917
238.420,709
2,122,171
Oath in treasury :
Coin ............................... i
Currency ..................... ... .....
Currency held for redemption of fraol
I0'000'“°
oertiflcatea of deposit ................ 49,460,000
FOREIGN
A Vienna dispatch Bays : “ there is
a momentary cessation of Austrian military
operations until the four newly-mobilized di-
visions have arrived at their deslination In a
few days the whole mobilized force, numbering
from 120,000 to 130,000 men, will be united,
and operations will be prosecuted on a larger
News has been received at Vienna
that a division has been sent to the relief of
Gen. Szapary, whose army is reported to be in
a critical position, being hemmed in on the
banks of the Bosna river by a strong force of
insurgents.
The International Money Conference,
which recently assembled at Paris, adjourned
sine die on the 29th ult. A oorrespondent,
summarizing the general result of the confer-
ence. says the existing complications preclude
the formation of a monetary union. The En-
glish negotiators pronounce the consequences
of German demonetization disastrous. Mono-
metalism is Advocated by only three small
states. The beuti_uent against the further de-
monetization of silver is overwhelming.
The influence of the conference is
deemed important for the future of silver.
The European delegates adopted resolutions
thanking the United States for bringing about
an exchange of opinion on important monetary
questions; also stating that, in view of the di-
YergerCe-ftf opinion manifested, ~ahd the im-
possibility of even states having a double
18 no ground for discussing question# of anv
international ratio. '
'4 A? • public dinner in. Parte, ’ the* other
‘diy, We Frendh' TOiftiiter 6f*Fof^i!i 'Affairs.
Waddingtou, RHidthat hie Considered the general
peace of Europe perfectly secure.
TnEtownof Mickalez, in Hungary, has
been almost entirely destroyed by a great flood.
One thousand houses were swept away, and al-
most 500 people drowned. The town of ErUu
’"Sr8? by a disaitrooF freshet, by
which whole rows of houses were demolished
and a number dT -people drowned .... Berlin
dispatches announce the departure of four
prominent German flnanciert for America,
under ordersfrom the Government, the object
of their mission being to examine the Ameri-
can system of taxing manufactured tobacco-
whetber ' for the pttrpoae 6f 'Mopting it or
avoiding its blunders the dispatches omit to
sav Eight persons were killed and thirtv
badly injured by a railway accident between
London and Dover, Eng: '1 17
A Constantinople dispatch says the
Austrian army of occupation has been guilty
of many excesses and cruelties in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.... The Bosnians interned at
Nicucs revolted. Great numbers were killed
and wounded by the Montenegrins before the
revolt was suppressed. j17-
An appalling disaster occurred on the
English coast on the evening of Sept. 8. Tha
excursion steamer Princess Alice, returning
from Gravesend, that evening, with about 800
passengers, was run down off Larking by a
screw steamer, and between 500 and 600 people
found a watery grave. The drowned include
an extraordinary proportion of women and
children. Several of the survivors speak
of having lost as manv as three, five,
and six children. They describe the
water was covered with hundreds of shrieking
children. The Captain and nearly all of the
crew of the Prinow&Alice were drowned. They
bad no time to lower boats, and there were but
few life-buoys on the steamer.... The new 5
per cent. Russian loan, 300,000,000 rubles,
which was to be issued by tha Russian Imperial
Bank at 93 as the issue priceThas proved a par-
tial failure. At the close of the subscription
omy 101,000,000 rubles had been taken.
BRONZE
Horrors of the Southern Scourge.
[Condensed from onr Southern Exchangee.]
The driver of a chanty wagon, wnile
pawing a house on Poydras street, New
Orleans, heard a shriek of agony within,
•nd, entering the premises, quickly as-
cended a flight of rickety stairs leading
to a side alley. He hurried into a back
bedroom, and was startled to behold the
yellow corpse of a child lying upon a
filthy bed. Seated in a rooking chair
and clutching a palmetto fan in one hand
and resting heavily upon the bed sat a
woman, whom, upon closer inspection,
he was shocked to see was stark and
stiff. The cries continued, and he hur-
ried to the front apartment, into which
the room opened. There upon the floor
lay a mother and daughter dead. The
older woman had evidently thrown her-
pelf on the floor in a frenzy of delirium.
Upon the only.bed in the room, writhing
with fever, lay the man whose call at-
tracted attention, and a child 18 months
old had at the time crawled over her
dead sister and was pulling the dress
from off her dead mother’s breast j '
In the loft of an old dilapidated build-
ing on Bienville street, New Orleans,
was discovered a family of seven, five of
whom were delirious; one, a child of 2
years, dead, and a mother prostrate
upon a pallet with a new-born babe.
The mother, with many tears, stated that,
utterly unassisted and unable to move,
she lay in thp pangs of childbirth and
saw her little daughter die.
One of the visitors of the Howard As-
sociation, in Memphis, encountered a
scene of horror upon entering a house
on Commerce street. Upon a bed lay
the living and the dead; a husband/cold
and stiff, and a wife in the agony of dis-
solution. On the floor, tossing in de-
lirium, were two children of this pair,
and beside them their two cousins, two
little girls, themselves sick. ''/To Com-
plete the sadness of the scene, and give
it a touch of disgusting horror, a
drunken man and a drunken woman
parents of the little fever-baked girls,
were reeling, and cursing, and stumbling
over the dying and the dead.
A lady who recently arrived in 8t
Louis from Grenada, Miss., says: “The
scene was terrible. The dead were
buried in the clothes in which they died.
Sometimes the hearse hurried away,
leaving the remains on the ground, no
grave being dug. Food was terribly
scarce for over a week. She had eaten
only bread. The atmosphere was heavy
with poison. It could be tasted, in the
air, and it was impossible to remove it
with disinfectants.” ' " ’
“Inhuman deeds, some of the' most
atrocious,” says a Memphis paper,
^hourly come to notice. Undertaker
Total in treMury .................. $ 300.P02 881
Debt lew ouh In tm#ury ............ .$2,029,186,(120
Decrease of debt during Augurt ....... 6 475* 604
Droreaee since June 30.. .. ........... d’kai a i
itondalaiued to Padflc Railroad Comps- ’ *
nlea. Interest nayable in lawful money: I
Principal outstanding..., ............ * Wi6aa 5]2
Interest aoerned and net yet paid ...... 646 235
Interest paid by United States i ....... . 89,836 039
Interest repaid by transportation of
maila, etc ...... .......... 10241 749
Balance of Interest paid by tfle United ’ ’
Coinage at United HUtes minis Vn An-Kuat; *
Dollars ,.i ............. 8 502 400
Quarter elgles... ..... ‘ ........ .* * ” ’MS
Standard dollar. ......................
The President has appointed Gen.
Lew Wallace Governor of New Mexico, vice
Axtell, removed. . ».-The Secretary of the In-
terior has rendered an additional decision to
the Commissioner of the General Land Office1
In the well-known DodymoU care. The appeal
was taken for the reversal or sospension of the
former decision. Secretary Schnrz declines to
do either, and the former decision by which
large tracts of land covered by land-grants to
reilroadB were opened to settlement isT to
stand, unlets reversed by a decision of the
courts. ( .
It is announced from Washington that
the Secretary of the Treasury has finally de-
cided that 10,000,000 silver dollars now in the
vaults must go out To aooompliih that he
has earned to be issued a areolar which pro-
vides that silver dollars may be obtained by
any person in the same manner in which frac-
tional silver currency can now be obtained
The treasury proposes ,to send out.'
at its own expense for transportation, sliver
dollars in snins of not less than II, 000 nor
more than 110,000 to any person who may
make corresponding deposits in currency with
any inb-treasury, designated depository or
addition to that, for the present at least, all
Ptrepa and Carl Rosa. , .
The public smiled at the onion be-
tween the great! Parepa and little Carl
Rosa, when she might ^  at least have
been a Countess. The story of the en-
gagement is characteristic. Rosa was a
leader, quiet, worthy, modest and ador-
ing. He never ventured to press his
claiiqa, but his faithful s^rvioep npade a
deeper impression than he hpd an idea
of. The company was traveling by rail
one day, when Parepa^ seated herself
beside her silent lovep, ana remarked
his melancholy. Rosa was i bine and
downhearted, and the good creature
tried to cheer him np. She recommended
matrimony to him, and, receiving a
despondent reply that no woman would
marry a man in his position, she is re-
ported to have patted him patronizingly
on the head with the remark : “ Cheer
np, my little man ; if that is all, I will
many yon myself.* And she did. A
happier or more devoted oouple than the
big-hearted prima dtffina and her little
manager never existed, — Brooklyn
Hermans in California. <
iThere are 40,000 Germans in San
Francisco, and 30,000. mow in the States
and Territories of the Paciflo coast. They
take an active interest in politics and in
stock speculations., There are two daily
newspapers 'published in German in the
California metropolis, and five weeklies,
two of them illustrated. A large pro-
portion of the Geipian element is de-
voted to agriculture and stock-raising,
and many lead a; seafaring life. Most
of the trade with the Mexican coast, and
much of the hay and Sacramento river
national bank designated as a dspodtory. In trade, is id the hands of the German
national-bank notes sent for redemption in sioii agents]
ship-owners and shipping slid commis-
Walsh, who buries the paupers, has for
some days collected the bodies in piles
at a livery stable, allowing them to lie
until he has enough to make up a wa£on-
load before hauling them to the porter’s
field. A young man named Hudson left
his mother and sister low with fever,
with only strangers to care for them, and
fled the city. A man named Charles
Bennett has a wife and children sick on
Robinson street. A darkey nursq from
the Howards is alone in attendance. ’ The
husband and father goes each morning
to look over the fence, and inquires how
they are, but d^es not venture nearer.”
A charity wagon containing two dead
bodies, in rough, unpainted pine coffins,
drove np to the office of the Recorder of
Deaths, in New Orleans, for a burial
permit One, containing a woman, was
piled upon the top of the other, and sur-
mounting the ghastly heap sat a faithful
dog and the woman’s husband, who ac-
companied her to the potter’s field tC
note the spot where they laid her. Empty
coffins had been brought from the work-
house and driven around to the scenes of
death as one might drive around and
gather up so much garbage. The driver
started on a round through the rain, and
after about an hour returned with two
other bodies for two permits. The clerk
on duty said that this was his fifth visit,
and three other wagons perform the
same office. 'It is of coarse understood
that these instances are exclusively con-
fined to the miserably poor. They have
indeed suffered’ terribly. Instances do
sometimes occur which are extremely
sad. A little girl of 11 years was so
unfortunate as to be attacked in the
house of a cousin on Magazine street,
where two children died and two were
sick. The eyemng she expired another
of the household was attacked and the
unfortunate girl’s body lay in the under-
taker’s warehonse during the night, and
was not bnried till the next day.
Of the horrors of the plague in
Memphis, a oorrespondent graphically
writes :
“ When I look out on the dark, silent
street, and these vapors are wafted
through the open window, I feel the op-
pressiveness of the presence of death with
that horrible odor of carbolic acid which
arisesfrgm the little saucers beneath
the coffin. It is a city without a people,
this. The echo of my ipusjc, as I whistle
to keep my courage up, conies bnek with
a sort of a wail which jars on my ear.
It is almost as bad as a^ midnight p troll
in a graveyard, one’s imagination assist-
ing to picture the hand of death reach-
ing out from the comer of every bad-
smelling alley. To have lived 'in Mem-
pbis for the past ten days is almost to
have grown gray with fnght The wild
panic which seized the city, the scram-
ble for foothold on steamboat-deck or
oar-platform, the agony of fright pict-
ured everywhere, on every one’s face,
were trying enp^gh to the stoutest.
More trying, however, it has been to see
the death-rate gradually crawl np, to
see familiar names on the death-roll and
in the record of the smitleii, to witness
the monster fingers of death 1 relaxing
and stretching forth to grSSp a wider hold
on the doomed city. Then the hearses
begin togo by on a trot, and a man
mathematically inclined oould * sit
down and figure on his chances, and
I from the ratio of 1 deaths’ to * new
cases learn that if attacked by fever he
would hold the chance of one out of two
principals in a duel where but one pistol
was loaded with ball, the space being
oyer a handerchief, and he must choose
his weapon blindfolded. Ugh ! I am
but 'human, and I shiver myself at the
thought. No wonder, then, that so few
are left, held by necessity or a higher
purpose, noble and philanthropic. No
wonder that five physicians have turned
patients themselves, and on their ow$y'
prescr iptions sought a cooler dime. The
panic that made ours a silent, sleeping
city, however, was a godsend. It
snatched from the monster the human
lives upon which he feeds. To increase
the exodus has been the aim of the be-
nevolent societieB; Yon have read of the
Government’s charity, of its thousands
of tents and ite thousands of rations, a
gratis presentation to onr distressed city.
The tents are pitched on high hills in
regularly-govemed camps about the city.
benevolence of a hundred dties
is sending food for their poor unem-
ployed oocupante, and ‘ leave the city
ord^ei’ « the cry of the true men who-
are fighting with all of human strength
this awful scourge. Strange to say,,
many will not accept their offer of safety,
but cling to their hovel homes though
death grins upon them from every crack
in the wall.
“I could ‘a tale unfold’ which would
harrow the soul of every person who-
read this— a long, pathetic tale, made
up of dark chapters of human suffering,
where death has played hte horrible
part in hundreds of domestic tragedies.
It touches the heart, it makes the sym-
pathetic soul bleed, the sight of such
things as are being enacted in this city
to-night Terrible deaths of delirium,
horrible ravings of fever, widowhood
born, orphanage brought into life-
great God ! what miseries, what anguish,
what ^ sorrows 1 I oould write you of
families buned from the pame hearse
the same day; of waifs picked up trying
m baby way to kiss the pale, yomit-
splashed features of. a mother back into
life— but then I.canAot The man who
lives through these surrounding scenes
turns with horror from their descrip-
tion.” . • -
Considerable excitement was raised
on Second street, Memphis, by the ap-
pearance of a patient, who, in the deh-
rium of fever, escaped from his nurse
and walked into a saloon, calling for a
drink of whisky and a glass of ice water.
The bar-tender did not notice the man’s
condition until he had diunk the whisky,
when the nurse rushed in, accompanied
by two or three others, and, securing
the patient with great difficulty, re-
turned to his room. He proved to be. J.
B. Barker, a compositor on the Appeal.
Stealing Safe and All.
A daring robbery was committed at
the Delavan House, Atlantic City, N.
J. , a few mornings ago. When the pro-
prietor went down-stairs he found his
400-pound safe missing and the parlor
door open. Later, pieces of money anTt
bundles of paper were discovered in r
neighboring meadow, and finally the
remnants of the safe were found. Nitro-
glycerine had been used by the thieves.
The door was b|own completely off and
the contents scattered for yards. A
slight noise was heard about 2 o’clock
by the barbers in an adjoining room, but
nothing was thought of the matter. The
safe looked as if it had been in a great
fire and a number of heavy walls had
fallen on it. Fortunately the proprietor
had removed most of the money, and
the thieves were ill paid fortheir trouble.
A bill for the purpose of preventing
the spread of Socialism has been sub-
mitted to the German Federal Council.
It prohibits associations, meetings and
publications in furtherance of Socialistic
or Communistic objects, and is very
stringent in its provisions.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Bbstes ............................ $7 no
Hoob .............................. 4 27
Oottok ................. 12
Floub— Superfine ................. s 30
Wheat— No. $ Chicago ............. 1 09
Coeh— Western Mixed ............. 47
Oats— Mixed. ...................... 24
Rte— Western ..................... 60
Pork— Mess ........................ m oo
Labd....... ................... 7k®
OHICAuO.
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 00
Choice Natives ........... 4 40
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 50
Butchers’ Steers ......... 3 CO
Medium to Fair.... . ..... 3 75
Hoob— Live ..................... 3 oy
Floub— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 05
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring— New ........ 90
No. 3 Spring .............. 80
Cobh— No. 2 ....................... 37
Oats-No. 2 ........................ 20
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 47
Bablet— No. 2 .................... l (0
Bdtteb — Choice Creamery ........ 20
Eoos— Freah. ...................... 11
Poke— Mess.... .................... 9 25
Laan.,., ... .................... 7
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 1 ....................
No. 2— New .............
Cobh— No. 2 .....................
Oats-No. 2 .......................
Kte-No.I ....... . ..............
Bablet -No. 2 ...................
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Bed Fkll ........ :. .
Oobx— Mixed...;:.... ............
@10 25
@461
» UK
@ 4 00
@ 1 13@ 50@ 33
§ '61
@10 35
@ 5 40
@4 85
@ 8 25.
@8 60
@ 4 25
@ 4 75
@ 5 50
@ 5 25@ 91® 92@ 3»@ 21@ 48
@ 1 02
@l 22
1?
1 00
96
37
20
46
1 01
@ 1 04@ 97@ 38-
0 .21@ 47
« 1 02
Oats-No. 2..
Rye .........
Poek— Mess.
Labd ........
Hops ........
Cattle ......
84
J4
20
46
9 90
§
Wheat — Red..
Cobh ..........
Oats— New..;.
Ere.... ..... ..
Poee— Mess...
J.kwn ..........
CINCINNATI.
so-
li
ai
i 47
jio 00
• , w
.4 00 @4 70
. 2 40 @ 4 50
. 95 @ 96
. 42 @ 44
.- 20 As 125
. 50 @ 54
.10 03 @10 35
 7 S 8#
„ „ TOLEDO. t<,
Wheat-No. 1 White ............... l 07 @ 1 09 si
No. 2 Red ................ 99 @ 1 00
OOHH.... .......................... 40 q 41
Oats-No 2 ..... .. ................ 22 @ 28
„ ^ - 1 PKTROIT.
Floue— Choice Wlilte .............. 8 00 A 6 28
Wheat-No. 1 White .............. 1 07 @ 1 08-
No. 1 Amber,,.. ......... 97
COHX-No.1 .......... . ........... 44
Oats— Mixed ...................... 28
„ EAST LIBERTY, PA.
CATTLE-Best ........ ... .......... 8 00
Fair.. .. ...... .. ........ 4 60
Common..., ............ 8 75
Hoos ........................ .... 2 60
Sheet ............................ 3 25
SABBATH HEADING.
A Summer Morning.
Oh, the earth and the air !
Honeysuckle and rose ;
Fir-trees tapering high
Into the deep' repose
Of the fleckleNs sky ;
Hills that climb and are atrong ;
Basking, contented plain ;
Sunlight poured out along
The sea of the grass like rain ;
led wine
nderom
i caroling harmonies
Hploe-burdened ds that rise,
Whisper, wander ond hush;
And the
Of robin and quail and thrush—
•0 God, Thy world is fair 1
And this but the place of His feet t
I bad cried, “ Let me see ; let me hear
Show me the ways of Thy hand f
For it all was a riddle drear
That I fainted to understand.
Canopy, close drawn round,
Part not nor lift from the ground ;
Move not your finger tip*,
Firs, from the heaven’s Ups.
When this is the place of His feet,
How should I bear to raire
My blasted vision to meet
The Inconceivable blaze
Of His majesty complete ?
—Scribntr'a Monthly for September.
In the Storm.
Several years ago my husband and
myself were homeward bound on the
•steamer Atlantic. It was only, I think,
her second return voyage, and she had
not yet been tried in a severe storm.
But, on the enthusiastic recommenda-
tion of a friend who had crossed in her,
we ventured a passage.
From the first we heard much of the
•excellent discipline of the crew, and the
systematic life-boat drill, and we
•quickly grew as proud of our craft as
the veriest sailor.
One day as we were standing on the
•companion-way, idly gazing on a chart
•of the officers and crew, a weather-
beaten tar, who was at work there, point-
ing his finger with great pride, said:
“ That is my mess, here is my name,
.and there is my life-boat.”
“Ah!” said I listlessly; “and what
•do you do in case of danger ?”
He explained in detail the part he was
to bear. “But,” I said, “suppose you
are not there?” I shall never forget
the look of mingled scorn and indigna-
tion the bronzed veteran gave. It was a
moment before he could utter a word;
then he panted, in astonished disgust,
“Danger! needed! and me not there!
Every man not at his post 1” Gathering
up his tools, he gave another look full
in my face, and said slowly, “ I’d be
•there, madam !”
The next day, as we were promenad-
ing the deck, the same sailor was busily
•engaged in cleaning the brass railing,
which in its clear polisljh showed that he
“did with his might what his hand
found to do.” He looked up as we ap-
proached, and, touching his tarpaulin,
said, quickly, “I’d be there, madam !”
His duty seemed to be upon deck, for
day after day we passed him, and al-
ways the same salute, “ I’d be there,
madam 1”
“In less than two days we shall be
home,” was the greeting at breakfast
one morning. The skies were smiling,
the sea smooth, and the steamer speed-
ing on her course. Suddenly, just be-
fore lunch, we were startled by a sound
like a cannonade, followed by another
in quick succession. We were caught
not like Paul in tho Euroclydon, but in
a cyclone, the nearest approach to it I
•ever care to be in. For hours we real-
ized, as we had not done in all the out-
ward passage, the words of the Psalm-
ist, “They mount yp to the heaven,
they go down again to the depths, their
•soul is melted because of trouble.”
Steerage passengers were locked up to
keep them from being washed over-
board ; cabin passengers needed no per-
suasion to keep them below, though tied
securely to a mast we were permitted to
see something that day of the Lord and
his wonders in the deep.
But where was now out hope ? Was it
in those tall iron masts that even fhen
were swaying in that fearful wind like
reeds ? Was it in that iron hull whose
strength we had so often heard boasted ?
Was it in the machinery that almost
seemed to groan and shiver itself?
In none of these. But high on the
mast head was perched a lookout ; on the
bridge above our heads paced an officer;
in the wheel-house stood a man with his
hand on the wheel, and his eye on the
compass ; every few feet on the deck
were officers shrouded in oil-cloth, whom
we had only been wont to see in glitter-
ing uniform studded with buttons; while
the Captain, himself, seemed to be ubi-
quitous, and the rinffing word of com-
mand could be heard above the noise of
the storm.
Aye ! every man was at his post f No
wine nor cards, nor meerschaums, nor
music, nor chit-chat then.
But “ He maketh the storm a calm,
so that the waves thereof were still”
The next day was the Sabbath, in its
quiet, still beauty, making one wonder
whether the scene of the previous day
had not been a sea-sick imagining. At
noon, every one oi the crew who could
possibly be spared from instant duty
was drawn up on deck for roll-call As
we paced before the long line, arranged
in their different messes, I saw my
sailor friend. Discipline was stern, and
only a shadow of a smile showed that
the recognition was mutual ; but, a few
moments later, I heard his voice close
by me:
“ Madam, I was there 1”
The next day “He bringeth us unto
our desired haven.” Scarce two years
after that same beautiful steamer Atlan-
tic went down amid the wails of the
lost, “Neglect of duty” are the sad,
ahu words written against that terrible
etory.
The Captain who had guided her so
aafely through our time of danger had
been transferred to another steamer. I
know not whether my sailor biend was
there ; but of this 1 am sure that, if on
the ship at all, he was at bis post.
Officers aid teachers having charge of
the Sunday-school life-boat, can you al-
ways say, in this time of soul-danger, I
was there? .
Shall those fearful words ever be
written by the name of one of your
scholars— “ Lost ! Through neglect of THE SACRAMENTO MURDEB.
duty \"—Mrs. M. S. Kennedy, in Bap-
tist Teacher.
Faith More Powerful than Gunpowder*
«»: - > , • . ' t!""1
I remember at one of the meetings at
Nashville, during the war, a young man — „ ---- ---
came to me, trembling from head to night at 11 o’clock. On the following- ~ > - --- --“O ---- - --- — —o— - -- -- - vnu ii/uun u
foot. “ What is the trouble?” I asked, cay he made a full and complete oon-
“ There is a letter I got from my sister, fession of his complicity in the murder
and she tells me evenr night as the sun of A. M. Tullis, On Tuesday about 9
goes down she goes down on her knees p. m. Anderson was arrested, and, dur-
and prays for me.” This man was brave; ing the first night of his incarceration,
had been in a number of battles; he also confessed. Dye says that the first
could stand before the cannon’s mouth, mention of the plan of killing Tullis
but yet this letter completely upset him. was made in a jesting manner at the
“I nave been trembling ever since I re- dinner-table of a genUeman living near
oeivedit” Six hundred miles away the Courtland. Subsequently he began to
faith of this girl went to work, and its think seriously of the matter, and later
influence was felt by the brother. He planned the murder. He chose as in-
did not believe in prayer; he did not be- struments Edward Anderson, a Swede
lieve in Christianity; he did not believe » butcher, who for the past two years
in his mother’s Bible. This mother was has been employed by him at intervals,
a praying woman, and when she died
she left on earth a praying daughter.
And when God saw her faith and heard
that prayer, he answered her. How
many sons and daughters could be saved
if their mothers and fathers had but
faith.— A/oody’s Anecdotes.
Comparing a Sermon to a Shirt,
While on the subject of sermons, I
cannet resist repeating a conversation
between a friend and his farm-servant,
which illustrates the remark already
made, that an Irishman is rarely at a loss
for a reply or an excuse.
“ That was a good sermon, was it not,
that we had last Sunday ?” said the gen-
tleman.
“ True for you, yer honor, an illigant
one ! It done me a power of good in-
tirely.”
“ I’m glad of that. Can you tell me
what particularly struck you ! What was
it about?”
“ Ok, well,” scratching his head, “ I
don’t rightly— not just exactly know. I
—a — I — A’ — where’s the use in telling
lies ? Sure, I don’t remember one single
’dividual word of it, good or bad. Sor-
ra a bit of me knows what it was about
at all.”
“ And yet you say it did you a power
of good 1”
“ So it did, sir. I’ll stick to that.”
“I don’t see how.”
“Well now, yer honor, look here.
There’s my shirt that the wife is after
washing; and clean and white it is, by ---o—
reason of all the water and the soap and “quor, and they drank about half the
i.u~ — t. it,.*. ---- ^ . contents, when Anderson changed bot-the starch that’s gone through it. But
not a drop of ’em all— water, or soap, or
starch, or blue — has stayed in, d’ye see.
And that’s just the same with me and
that sermon. It’s run through me, yer
honor, an’ it’s dried out of me; but all
the same, just like my Sunday shirt, Fm
the better and the cleaner after it.”
There was more philosophy than he
was aware of in the quaint reasoning of
the man. An impression for good or
evil is often left upon the mind and
bears fruit, when what has caused the
influence has passed away from our
memories.— CAamfters’ Journal.
American Officers in Egypt,
The bankrupt Khedive of Egypt has
been forced to disband seven-eighths of
his army of 40,000 or 50,000 men, in-
cluding all the American officers who or-
ganized it, except Gen. Stone, chief of
staff. There was quite an exodus of
Northern and Southern officers (some of
them recommended by Gen. Sherman
whose daughter the Khedive presented
with costly diamonds in return) to Egypt
between 1869 and 1875, where “the
richest Prince in the world;” as the Khe-
dive was believed to be, received them
with open arms. Not only were they
given prominent positions, but the most
influential of them were furnished with
private residences and retinues of fellah
servants. Thev overcame many ob-
stacles, and built up an army that was a
credit to Egypt, though a costly one.
Some of- the American officers conducted
successful expeditions of exploration or
conquest, as that of Ool Long to the
Nyassa lakes and of Maj. Prout to Kor-
dofan. They became Pashas, Beys and
lesser dignitaries, but many of them
have left the service since the Khedive’s
financial troubles began. Those who
remained to be discharged have been un-
able to get anything from the Egyptian
treasury for some time, and most of them
are still trying to settle up their accounts
with the Government and the native
traders.
Overcrowdedness.
A belated and rather poverty-stricken
foot traveler, whose railway ticket was
good on all country roads and cattle-
paths, stopped at a small mansion of ap-
parently four rooms and a kitchen, in
the South Hill suburbs, the other even-
ing, to beg a night’s lodging. 4s he
stood timidly knocking at the half-
opened door, he heard the shrill, com-
manding tones of the lady of the house,
disposing of the garrison for the night:
“ Tommy, go hunt up Charley and Ben,
and tell them to go to the grocery and
tell your father to brum Ella and Willie
right home, its their bed-time, and, if
they see Louise on the way, send her to
Miss Crosier’s for Alice and Jim, and see
confession of the Accused Pertles-How
Tullis Was Killed bj the Public Ad-
ministrator's Accomplices.
[Sacramento Cor, San Francisco Chronicle.]
Troy Dye was arrested on Monday
Dye being himself a butcher; alsoa man
whose name is not given, with whom
Anderson had become acquainted. Dye
save these men proposed the plan of
killing some wealthy man without heirs,
but Anderson’s story consistently main-
tains that Dye originally proposed all
the crimes contemplated. It may be
stated that each to some extent tries to
place the other in the light of being the
tempter. At last Tullis was selected as
the victim. Dye has been his neighbor
and friend for twelve years, and knew
the value of the estate. Tullis was an
uncommunicative man, and had never told
his neighbors anything about his family
connections. The supposition was that he
was the last of his race. Plans were' at
once formed for his murder. Anderson
and the third party were to have $3,000
each for committing the crime. Over
two months ago they went down the
river to put the plan in execution. They
returned and reported to Dye that Thl-
lis was not at home. But Anderson’s
confession accounts for this failure by
saying that they “weakened.” Dye
urged the crime with persistency, and
Anderson conceived the idea of murder
by poison! Two bottles of cocktails
were prepared in Clark & Dye’s saloon
on K street, known as the Sierra Nevada
saloon. One bottle, only partly full,
was poisoned, the other was gdbd. An-
derson, armed with these implements of
death, went down to Tullis’ ranch. Call-
ing at the house, he solicited work.
Anderson then brought out the good
ties on Tullis and came away. The as-
sassins expected to hear of Tallis’ death,
but heard nothing from it
At last, the decision was reached that
bold work was required. Anderson pro-
posed building s boat, and going down the
river and committing the crime by vio-
lence. After some objection on the part
of Dye as to the propriety of build-
ing a boat, the lumber was purchased
and the boat was built at Dye’s house.
On Wednesday, July 31, at 9 p. m., the
boat was launched from the foot of R
street. An expressman was employed
rowed it down the river, and was joined
some distance, below by his confederate.
They reached Tullis’ about 5 o’clock p.
m. on Thursday. They went some dis-
tance below, and landed. Anderson
went up to Tullis’ house. The China-
man told liim the “Boss” was not at
home. He paid a second visit to the
houde, and was told that Tullis would
not be at home- before 8 o’clock
the next day. On his return toward
the river he met Tullis and entered
into conversation with him. Anderson
asked for work and was refused. Tullis
proposed that they should go to the
house and get something to eat. Tullis
walked before, Anderson following.
After proceeding a short distance Ander-
son struck Tullis on the side of the
head with a sand-bag, knocking him off
the levee, upon which they were walking,
into the orchard. Turns turned upon
his assailant, when the other assassin
came over the levee to the Aid of Ander-
son. He fired on Tullis, hitting him in
the neck. Tallis’ dog fought for his
master, making . a great noise. The
other assassin said to Anderson, “ Stand
aside. ” Anderson released himself from
Tullis and stood apart, when Tullis
started to run. The other then fired,
hitting Tullis in the back. Tullis tell,
and the assassin ran up and, placing his
pistol close to his victim’s head, finished
his bloody work.
Dye’s plan for realizing something
handsome out of the estate was to com-
pound with the creditors. The legiti-
mate commission would have amounted
to $3,200. Dye has always borne a good
reputation, but there are those coming
forward to affirm that daring the late
war Dye was a bushwhacker who mur-
dered and pillaged indiscriminately.
The confessions comprise about eight
columns of closely-printed matter, de-
veloping every stage of progress in the
commission of the crime. The Sheriff
and his deputies have followed the case
with untiring zeal and energy. Dis-
trict Attorney Blanchard and his assist-
ant, O. T. Jones, have also been untir-
ing in their efforts to develop and col-
late the evidence. Neither party will
be allowed to turn State’s evidence, and
if they know where Ezra is; you take
this lamp up to grandma’s room and ask
WMli1! ^ K? Tabj » evidence, ana
bed, and if Cousin Harry comes while I — _ - -
am gone tell him he’s to sleep with . / ‘ Ranhino
you.” And the traveler sighed and 1 *,ying Machine-
turned away, so oppressed with a feeling David M. Cook, a gray-haired elec*
of overcrowdedness that he walked out trician past 60 residing near Mansfield,
into the country, and slept all night in Ohio, has the fullest faith in the ulti-
the middle of a prairie nine miles long, mate ability of man to navigate the air
—‘Burlington Hawk-Eye. at will He has himself constructed an
egg-shaped flying machine of sheet iron,
A numbrb of members of the London eight by five feet in its greatest diame-
fashionable dubs have combined to ter, which he proposes to propel by elec-
form a vigilance committee, in order to
repress energetically any slanders re-
specting themselves or their relatives
which may appear in those London
papers which more especially occupy
themselves with society matters.
tricty. He is now constructing a gener-
ator of 200-horse power to carry out his
ideas, and claims to be able to generate
electricity to an incalculable amount and
also to govern it as he pleases. The en-
thusiastic inventor has boundless oonfl-
dence that steam and boiler explosions
will soon be things of the past, and that
electricity will send the traveler from
New York to Ban Francisco in ten min-
utes, and drive the world’s machinery.
SMUGGLING.
How li i« Carried On on the Mexlonn
Horder.
The Washington correspondent of the
Chicago Tribune telegraphs as follows :
A treasury official who was sent to ex-
amine the El Paso Customs District on
the Bio Grande, has made a general re-
port on the condition of affairs on the
Mexican border, which will attract at-
tention. The officer maintains that
smu
inha
ggling is the normal condition of the
ibitants along both sides of the bor-
der, whether Texan or Mexican ; that
it is impossible to enforce the existing
tariff laws of either country; and that the
only real solution of existing com-
plications is in a reciprocity treaty
with Mexico, if not absolute free
trade. This agent has traveled
from the Colorado river to the Rio
Grande. He thinks the presence of the
army there is practically useless, as it
cannot be used for a posse comitatus, or
participate in the quelling of local dis-
turbances. The country, he reports, is
the smuggler’s paradise. Smuggling
is the business of the people. There is
no public sentiment opposed to it.
Merchants openly sell goods that they
know are to be delivered by pack-mules
in Mexico. They arrange to receive
goods, knowing that they have been
smuggled intq Texas. The customs
authorities upon either side appear to
have no conscience as to the internation-
al wrong of smuggling, and countenance
it by their silence. The agent considers
that this condition ef affairs shows the
necessary dependence of the two coun-
tries upon each other; that products
must be mutually interchanged, and
that, existing tariffs can never be en-
forced.
The burdens of the Mexican tariff, he
says, are particularly oppressive against
this country, and Mexican Minister Zam-
acora, in his Western trip, might proper-
ly be called upon to elplain some of the
peculiarities of the Mexican Tariff
law. The agent says that the Mexicans
still plow with a stick and still drive an
ancient Roman chariot with heavy
wooden wheels, yet their tariff upon
American carriages and wagons is from
$66 to $396 each. The Mexicans export
quantities of hides, yet tho tax on boots
and shoes is from $7 to $16. 50 per dozen.
Vast quantities of ammunition ana arms
are imported from the United States,
yet the duty on powder is from 80 cents
to $2 per pound. The Mexican tax
upon American cotton goods is, in many
cases, more than the original cost, being
from 11 cents to 34 cents per square
yard.
The Perils of Being Wealthy.
An interesting case involving the per
sonal liberty of the individual is that of
Capt. Holm, just tried in Boston. The
case is a very remarkable one thoughout.
A son of Capt. Holm, who owed his
father a large sum of money, hit upon
the novel way of paying the debt by
having his father locked up as a lunatic,
and in this bold plct the wife conspired
with the son. The ground for the ab-
duction whs that he was not able to take
care of the property that he had himself
made. Two doctors, on the strength of
verv short interviews— one breakfasted
with him and noticed that he did not en-
ter into conversation with the family—
readily signed the certificate of his in-
sanity, and the son, under pretense of
desiring an interview, got the father in a
hack and he was carried off. Borne of
the Captain’s friends finally interposed
in his behalf, but it took over a week to
secure his freedom? which only shows
how much easier it is to get a man into
an insane asylum than it is to get him
out. Among other rich developments
that came out on the trial was the con-
fession of one of the doctors that he was
paid and retained by the dutiful son’s
counsel to certify that the old gentleman
was crazy. Another doctor, testifying
as an expert, gave it as his opinion that
Capt. Holm was insane, although he
was not asked, as he should have keen
on the cross-examination, if he had been
bribed by the son or the wife to give
such an opinion. It is simply shocking
at a sane man may be deprivedto think thi w
of his liberty and locked up’ in an insane
asylum, as the result of a conspiracy on
the part of the members of his own fam-
ily, in order that they may gobble the
estate.
Tedium.
In an article on Tedium the London
{spectator says that there is in many
men a consciousness of time which oc-
casionally becomes actual disease.
“Most of us know men of the later
middle age, or of considerable age, who.
voluntarily or involuntarily, have ceased
from work, and suffer from their after-
noons as other men do from neuralgia
or mental pain.” On the other hand,
the writer believes that “ken who by
nature or habit incessantly observe, who
cannot avoid ’noticing,’ and noticing
keenly, the people and events and move-
ments around them ; who are never un-
aware if the cat jumps, and never in-
sensible to the changed place of a piece
of furniture ; who on entering the room
see everybody in it, and can tell you
when they have been out everything that
occurred or that was seen, are never
seriously attacked by tedium.”
In relation to fast type-setting under
difficulties the following story is told by
an old compositor: “You may talk
about setting up type in a rush and
making fast time, but when I was young
and my fingers were nimble, and my el-
bows limber, I used to be counted a
pretty good compositor. I remember
one night in particular, when I set 3,000
ems an hour out of a bag, by moonlight,
and had to take every letter to the win-
dow to see what it was.”
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
A new and fatal disease is carrying off
hogs in large numbers in different parts
of the State!
John 8. Nbwberby is the nominee of
the Bipublicans for Congress in the
First district
Hon. Ambbose Campbell has resigned
the position of Register of the United
States Land Office at Marquette,
The Sisters of Mercy have purchased
land near St Mary’s Catholic Church,
Big Rapids, for a site for a convent
George Moore, a prominent citizen
of Richfield, Genesee county, was killed,
recently, by a kick from a horse.
The public schools throughout the
State, with but few exceptions, com-
menced their autumn session on Mon-
day, Sept 2.
Among the list of awards made at the
Paris Exposition is a diploma (equal to
a gold medal) under the head of educa-
tional exhibits, to the State University
of Michigan.
A little son of Edward Moyle, aged
“onths, liring near Negaunee, was
killed by a playmate, only a few years
old, who found a cooked revolver, and
fired it at the child in play,
Mb. G. Walker, of Armada, Macomb
county, has lost 125 sheep within the
past few weeks by dogs. After much
research, Mr. Walker finally discovered
that he and his brother owned the dogs,
Wirt Dexter of Chicago, who is vis-
iting in Edinburgh, Scotland, writes
that, while attending one of the weekly
fairs there, he saw some hay-forks
offered for sale which were made in
Jackson, i , ,
While George Moore, a prominenl
farmer of Richfield, was endeavoring tc
persuade his team to cross a small ditcl
lie struck one of the horses a slightbloa
behind, when it kicked fiercely, striking
him in the stomach and killing him in-
stantly. Moore leaves a wife and chil-dren. ' . .{(
The Jackson Band have returned front
Indianapolis, carrying a big broom,
having taken the second prize in a banc
concert there on the occasion of the
Knights of Pythias Grand Lodge meet
ing. St. Louis, Cleveland, Brazil In
dianapolis, and many other large placei
had competing bamls present St. Louii
was awarded first place.
The following is a statement of the re
ceipts and disbursements at the Stati
Treasurer’s office for the month ending
Balance on hand July 81, 1K8 ........... |8B»,iaT.7l
Reoelpta for the month .................. 111,871.7!
Total ................... . ........... 1877,999.57
Dlaburaementa for the month ............ 189,814.97
Balance on hand Aug. 81, 1878..' ..... 1545,688.80
The Carson City Commercial gfives the
following account of a phenomenon in
that section of the State: “ Mrs. Mahar,
a widow lady living between this place
mid Hubbardston, is the mother of • a
little girl, now 12 years old, which has a
head so laige as to render her absolutely
unable to walk, or to derive in any way
the ben -fits of physical exercise. As a
probable consequence, the body and its
extremities are partially paralyzed, and
but little, if any. more developed than
those of a cnild 5 years old. Such
however, does not seem to be the case
with the intellectual organs, as Mrs.
Mahar states that, among other evi-
dences of keen sensibilities, the child is
endowed with a prodigious memory —
that after the reading of a chapter in a
book or a newspaper by her mother, the
girl is able to repeat much more of the
matter than the reader herself; that
when acquainted, she is quick to dis-
cover the point ot a joke, or in “crack-
ing” one herself, has continued in per-
fect health until the commencement of
the bilious season of the present year,
and, except when unwell, is cheerful and
rarely in ill-humor. We omitted taking
the dimensions of the head, but an or-
dinary ten-quart water pail would ap-
parently fit nicely over the top of it,
with no room to spare, though the base
of the head is no larger than that of
any child of equal age— the abnormal
development being entirely above the
base of the ears, and principally in the
brain region.”
The whole number of persons in poor-
houses in Michigan, daring 1877, was
6,356 against 5,183 in 1876. Of this
number 4,689 were males, and 1,667 fe-
males. The total number of insane was
552, idiotic 252, blind 49, and mutes 17
Of the total number, 2,874 were Ameri-
cans; 1,434 Irish: 766 Germans; 322 En-AIIOU, Iiw VJCrUiUUB; £jU-
:lish; 290 Canadians; 160 French; 188glish
Scotch; 125 negroes; 50 mulattoes, 99
Swedes and Norwegians; 28 miscellane-
ous, and 28 unknown. The total amoun
expended in the care and support of the
poor was $670,431, against $602,623 in
1876. The total amount of poor-house
and poor-farm expenses, exclusive of
interest on capital invested, was
$203,249, against $220,678 in
1876. The average cost to each
pauper in the poor-houses within
the year was $31.99. The number of
persons temporarily relieved was 48,168
against 85,410 in 1876; and the perma-
nent paupers maintained outside the
poor-houses were 1,809. The table
showing the assigned causes of pauper-
ism of the inmates of these poor-houses
affords a field for interesting study. In-
temperance sent 224 to eat the bread of
charity ; licentiousness, 81 ; vagabond-
ism, 174, of whom 182 were tramps ;
age (too old or too young to work), 271 ;
dep. ndents, 495; defective in the senses,
468; casualties, such as broken limbs
and injuries, 75; disease, 847; miscella-
neous, 55. The assigned causes of in-
digency of families relieved outside o
the poor-house are as follows: Intern
peranoe, 250; licentiousness. 28; vaga
bondism, 867; age, 528; dependents
778; defective, 144; casualties, 294; die
ease, 1,804; miscellaneous, 824. Of al
these families relieved there were bu
220 entirely out of employment.
’
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, September 7, 1378.
THE TEADE-DQLLAR SWINDLE.
Id explaining the trade-dnllar business
nt Toledo, Secretary Sherman said that
“the government did not receive dollar
for dollar for the trade dollar, but received
cents for coining each dollar for pri-
vate bullion-owners. That was all. It
was the miller that ground the grist for a
small percentage.” He further said that
the bullion owner did receive the trade
dollar for exportation to China, a device
made to give him a market for his bullion,
and upon the fall of silver it was perverted
by him as a means of cheating our own
people.” The manner of the pe.-version
was this: When silver fell so that a mass
from which 100 trade dollars could be made
would bring only $88 in gold as bullion,
the owner of the mass would take it to the
' mint, have it made into 100 trade dollars
at an expense of $1.50 to himself, then
pass the dollars out as equivalent to gold
in paying his workmen and small dealers,
and pocket a profit, or stealing, of $10.50.
This thing was done in California uiiti
the dollars became so plenty that people
wanted to bank them, when it was found
that they were not bankable. Merchants
found them to be a nuisance, and tacitly
agreed to take them for no more than 90
cents, or about their bullion value. Then
the brokers stepped in and began to buy
them up at something more than 90, and
ship them to parties co operating with them
at different points in the western and
southern states, who made it their business
to repeat the original swindle of the
bullion-owners by palming off the dollars
on the public, and especially on the work-
ingmen, as the equivalent of greenbacks,
dividing the swag with the San Francisco
brokers. ^Mr. Halstead, of the Cincinnati
Commercial, boasted of passing 5,000 of
the swindles over the counter of his office.
He is probably proud of the performance.
Not far from the time when this second
cheating process was begun, the secretary
of the treasury, in the exercise of his law-
ful authority, stopped the coinage of trade
dollars. The consequence was that before
very long the California supply gave out,
and the cheating of course stopped. Now
the game is to snub the coins down to 90
cents buy them in at that rate, and make
another speculation. Trade dollars are
worth 97 to 97^ in San Francisco, and
that is where the, speculation comes in.
We would advise every one who has any
of these coins, and can afford to hold
them, not to part with them for, 90 cents
apiece. They will soon be worth a good
deal more, and it is not unlikely that con-
gress in December will authorize the sec-
retary of the treasury to pay standard sil-
ver dollars for them at par.— CAf. Times.
Don't be Deceived,
Many persons say ”1 haven’t got the
Consumption” when asked to cure their
Cough with Shiloh’s Consumption Cure.
Do they not know that Coughs lead to
Consumption and a remedy that will cure
Consumption will certainly and surely
cure a cough or any lung or throat trouble.
We know it will cure when all others fail
and our faith in it is so positive that we
will refund the price paid if you receive
no benefit. Is not this a lair proposition.
Price 10 cts. 50 cts. and $.100 per bottle.
For lame Chest, Back or side, use Shiloh’s
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cts. For sale by.
D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, Win. Van Pullen
and J. O. Doesburg.
Why will you suffer with Dyspepsia and
liver complaint, Constipation, and general
debility when you can get at our store
Shiloh’s System Vitalizer which we sell
on a positive guarantee to cure you.
Price 10 cts. and 75 cts. For sale by. D.
R. Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten,
and J. O. Doesburg.
$nt*
Mortgage Sale.
PvEFAULT hitvlng been made In the conditions
1J of a certain mortgueo besrlnp date the First
list) day of July, A. D. 1874. given by .Margaret J.
Munger. then of tho town of Grand Haven, Ottawa
County. Michigan, to Thomas II. Blgnell, of the
same place, snd recorded in the office of the Regis-
ter of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michigan, the 1st
day of July, 1872, in Liber 3C of Mortgages, on
Vio iff a <4 OR* am\ tan/\n aa.klnk __ ” ___ a.page 425; and upon which mongage" there 7s
now claimed to be due at the present date foruit-u W uo u r; mu Iircne i o i ni
principal and Interest the snm of one hundred and
A I 4l#Sa. 41 A /A. 4. %
-'''•O'
FRANK LESLIE’S CHIMNEY CORNER.-
This beautiful peilodlcal, the best American Kara-
ills .1 Alt Mk* .. 1 hJ a • 1 . — —a.J VI a. • « .
GREAT REDUCTION
Ily Journal. Story Paper’ uud Home Friend, has
been the successful rival of all the weekly Journals
TOr f 11 m it f fklrffiAtt triinrtf Tr .. f _for the Past thirteen years. It gained a place In
the mind* and hearts of our people, and now the
eleven dollars and flfty flve cents fill 1.55), and no
law or eonltv having
“IIACKMETACK” a popular and Ira-
grant perfume. Sold by D. R. Meengs,
H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten and J. O.
Doesburg.
Mayor Schaddelee baa issued the fol-
lowing proclamation, calling upon the
citizens of the city of Holland to do their
share toward relieving the pressing wants
. of the poor sufferers down South :
PROCLAMATION.
Additional peal
In usual parlance we would say strayed
or stolen, but in this case it seems to be
very probably stolen, from the pasture of
Messrs. Kuite & Kleis, a beautiful red
cow, well built, middling long tail, ex-
pected to come in in about five or six
weeks, some white on the under part of
the belly, red udder, but while teats; her
age is about 5 years. She was, taken on
Sunday night, and anybody that will re-
turn the cow or give us information that
will lead to her discovery, will be suitably
rewarded by the owners.
anit or proceeding at q y  been In
entitled to recover sold debt or any part thereof;
Wow, therefore, Wotlce it hereby given, that by vir-
tue of a power of sale contained in said mort-
gage and the Statute In anch caae made and pro-
vided, the said moogege will be foreclosed by a
ealn at public vendue of the mortgaaed premlaof,
described in said mortgage, to-wlt: AH that cer
lain piece or parcel of land situate and being In
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and
described aa follows, to wit: commencing fifty rod-
west from the sonth-eaat corner of section eleven
(11) town (7i north of range s'xteen (16) west and
running north eighty rods, thence wc-t forty rods,
thence south eighty rods, thence ea«t fortv rods to
place of beginning, containing twenty 'acres of
land, at the front door of the Conn House, in the
city of Grand Haven, in said Ottawa County, Mich-
igan, on Saturday, the 14th day of De-
cember, 1878, «t one o’clock in the afternoon,
of said day, to pay the snm due on said mortgage
with Interest and costs Including an attorney fee
of twenty-fire dollars provided for In said mortgage.
Dated, Grand Haven, August 26, 1878.
THOMAS H. BIGNELL. Mortgage*.
Lowing & Cross, Attorneys for Mortgagee.
name of its patrons Is Legion
This year the Chimney Corner seem to be better
than ever. Its serial stories are of the most
absorbing and Lively character, of great power,
true to life and full of merit, takings wide range
of subjects to please every member of a house-
hold— the domestic story’ for the mother, 7he
the daughters, the morecharming love-tale for .Uo u moi^, Ui
dramatic for the young men, the solid novel for
older readers, and then we have stirring adventure
for the boys aud lalry-talcs for the children.
Habberton. Howard, Robinson, De Forrest
Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas, Etta w!
Fierce, and othlr eminent written, are Its regular
eontributprs. The subjects tr ated of are very
'mu' i ,,e filUHt™ti(»i8 profuse and they are
ail beautiful Short stories extremely Interesting are
completed In each number, while Biographies. Ad-
ventures. Essays, Fun, Travels, Natural History,
Legends, Anecdotes. Science, etc , make this pub-
lication one of the most entertaining in existence.
Exquisite steel engravings are frequently given
away to Its subscribers,
The hi mney Corner, sixteen pages, with eight
SUMMER GOODS
SUCK AS
Linen Dusters,
PANTS, VESTS, ETC.
Men’s Roots, aud Shoes, will
be slaughtered to make
room for a large new
stock.
A CHANGE!
Having purchased the hardware stock ar.d husl-
ess contained In the store lormerly occupied by
MR. G. J. KROON,
Goto Mr. Wm. C. Melis’ hardware store
to find a new patent fire-back for stoves.
It will fit one hundred different kinds of
stoves. Just what you want; come and
see it, at the Hardware store of
WM. C. MELIS.
I respectfully solicit the custom of every farmer
and cltiaen who may feel inclined to deal with me.
1 shall keep on hand and will sell cheap
Remember, if you owe us, that it takes
money to buy paper.
Try Johnston's Sarsaparilla the best in
the market. tf
Let your Children go to O, Wiersema’s
for l heir School Supplies and School
Books.
FOE, CjASK
, The beet kinds of
Parlor and Cooking
STOVES,
Tils, Time; Sails, fa
CUTLERY, and everything else in our line.
Farming Implements as cheap
as anywhere.
Candies, Nuts, Oranges, Lemons and
Ice cold temperance drinks, at the PessiukBakery. 25_3W
N. K. Fairbanks tin caddy Lard can
be found at E. J. Harrington. This is the
finest and best Lard for family use in the
United States.
For good Fine Cut and Smoking Tob
bacco and a good cigar, call at
“CASE’S.
Golden machine, and Pure Lard Oil,
always on hand, at the drug store of
J. O. DOESBURG.
Mayor’s Office, City of Holland, )
September 5, 1878. )
Whereas a portion of our beloved coun-
try is visited by the fearful scourge of
Yellow Fever, which has already brought
desolation want and suffering to many a
home; and whereas we are bound togeth-
er by the ties of a common brotherhood,
I, the Mayor of the City of Holland con-
sider it my urgent duty to call upon the
philanthrophy and liberality of my fellow
citizens to respond to the urgent call for
aid from those suffering regions.
Arrangements have already been made
by the several churches in this city to take
up a collection In behalf of this object on
Sunday the 8th or 15th inst. Those not
connected with any of the churches or
preferring to contribute to this cause in a
different manner, are kindly requested to
call on or before Tuesday, the 17th inst.,
at either of the following places where
subscription lists have been opened and
contributions will be received:
Werkman & Sons, Joslin & Breyman
Plugger Mills, Cily Mills,
L. Sprietsma & Son, H. Walsh,
When we listen to the pleading tones of
help, which daily come to us from the af-
flicted South, and when we bear in mind
how cheerfully the utmost ends of our
country responded to our call when the
Are of ’71 had laid so many homes in
ashes, and we were in immediate need of
food and raiments, Holland will certainly
not stand back in giving aid to those af-
flicted.
K. 8CADDELEE, Mayor.
The cable furnishes us another terrible
disaster at Miskolcz, in Hungary. During
a terrible storm a waterspout passed
through that towo demolishing houses and
killing people at a fearful rale. More than
100 corpses have already been recovered,
aud 200 persons are yet missing. At Brian,
capital of the county of Heves, Hungary,
situated on the River Eger, and about six-
A nice lot of Carpets at from 20 to 75
cents per yard just received at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Query: “Why will men smoke com-
mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg
Bros. 'Seal of North Carolina,' at the sameprice?” 45— ly
Best White Lime only $1.00 per barrel
E. J. HARRINGTON’S.
The Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
Shoe Store sells A No. 1, hand-made Kip
Boots, every pair warranted for $2.50, 28
Canal street, Grand Rapids, 26-tf
---
Du. F. S. Ledeboer has made arrange-
ments to keep his office at the Drug Store
ot J. O. Doesburg, where he can be found
from 10 to 11 a. m. and 3 to 4 p. m., or at
his residence on Eighth street, near C. &
M. L. S. R. R. crossing, where he will
hold himself in readiness to answer any
and all calls, day or night.
Tinware repaired and made to Order.
Opposite the Post-Office.
WM. C MELIS.
Holland, AuruiU, 31. 1878. 29-2rn
HUNT’S HAIR GROWER.
15*000 Package* Sold J !
10.0W young men wear heavy whisoMQ kere and moustaches who have
used it. This preparation Is the
result ol a (prat ninny yearV exper-
ience by an expert hair dresser, has
 fully established its reputation ol
producinva moustache whisker or hair on a bald
head in an incredibly sbori snare ol time. $1.00
per p’k’K. poat paid. Address — HUNT A CO..
Hair Dreasera, Ogdeniburuh. N.Y.
A WW STORE.
FRUIT I FRUIT!
I have opened a new business on the corner of
Eighth and Market street. In the store formerly
occupied by A. Flletstra. where I will buy all kinds
of fruit, vegetables, aud farming produce at regu
market prices.
Cash Paid for Batter and
Eggs.
I will keep on hand a full supply of Groceries and
Provisions, which will be aold cheap for caih.
,a£?i8 w ^Ul,trS^on.** Panted on fine paper,” is
mb ished every Monday, price only 10 cents; an-
FRANK LESLIE'S LADY’S JOURNAL. 16
on Family Topics; Select Stories; Beautiful Illus-
trations of Home and Foreign Subjects; Poetry;
Fashionable Intelligence; Personal Chit Chat-
Amusing Cartoons on the Follies and Foibles of
the Day ; Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. Frank Leslie's
Laly s Journal is the moit beautiful of all the
ladies papers. It should be found on the table of
every lady in the land. Price 10 cents a copy; an*
nual subscription, $4, postpaid. *
FRANK LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY has
made rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
Jo public favor. Its contributors are some of the
best living writers. Every department of litera-
ture is represen lated in its columns. The amount
of instruction, entertainment and amusement af-
forded by the articles, essays, stories, and general
miscellany contained in the 128 quarto pages of
each number of this publication has been well ap-
preciated. Everv ronv of tho “PontKar vdated. y c py e pul Monthly
^ embeUlshed with over 100 beautiful Illustrations.
Being the cheapest periodical of the kind in exist-
ence. and nt the same time one of the most select
and universally we come, it must continue to In-
crease in public favor, and rank with the publish-
er s Sunday Magazine-the highest among all our
American monthlies. It Is published on the !5th
of each month. Price, 25 cents a number; Sub-
scription, $3. post paid, per year. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie, 53. Pearl Street, New York.
Fans, Parasols, Gents’ Summer
Hats, and all that class of
goods will be sold very cheap
for the next few days.
A SUPERB ARTICLE OF
English Breakfast TEA
And a splendid variety of othorTeas.
A large lot of new Bleached aud Unbleached
Sheetings, Muslins, etc.,
Sheetings from 1 yard wide to 2* yards wide.
Ladies hose in endless variety,
cheaper than ever. Call
and See.
FRANK LESLIE S SUNDAY MAGAZINE is
a beautiful work. It will Interest educated and
cultivated minds a» well as the most ordinary
reader. It Is the only Sunday magazine published
In this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
with the most select and fascinating literature
ranging from the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F.
* Y/ — aa a v  J | V. I V . * 111 IClUIll V U *
riety. Each copy of this Magazine has KiO exqui-
site engravings of the most Interesting character
It has reached a circulation and prosperity such as
make It one of the marvels of periodical literature.
It Is indeed a beautiful work. Buy it ami see for
yourselves Single copies are only 2.5 cents, and
Annual Subscription Price only $3, post paid. Ad-
dress orders to
Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,
6-26w 637 Pearl Street, New York.
ERRORS
the ROHAN
Catholic
CHURCH.
Agent Wanted.
The best book ever published
on Romanism. Contributed bv
the ablest Divines of the different
Denominations. Illustrated with
. --- r — - Wne Steel Engravings of Bishops
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
contributors. We being the Publishers, and em-
ploying no middlemen are able to give direct to
Canvassers the largest commlssious. Sell Rapid-
’“ For terms and circulars. Address,
J. H. CHAMBERS 4 CO.
St. Louis, Mo.
Insurance Notice.
N. K. Fail-bank’s Tin Caddy
Laid, the best in the country.
Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale
cheap.
Call at the Cheap Cash
Store of *
E. J. Harrington.
Order of Publication.
gTATE^OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court for
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Jane Caswell,
ComjUainant,
vt.
Jasper Caswell.
Defendant.
At a session of said court, held at the Court
House in the city of Grand Haven, on the 9th dav
of July, 1878. Present: The Honorable Dan J.
Arnold, Circuit Judge.
In this cause It satisfactorily appearing by the
affidavit of Stephen L. Lowing, that the defendant.
Jasper Caswell, is not a resident of ibis State, but
is a resident of the State of Oregon, and that no
service of process can he made on him for that
reason.
On motion of Messrs. Lowing A Cross, solicitors
for the complainant, it is ordkue:, that the said
defendant, Jasper Caswell, cause hia appearance
in this canse to be entered within one hundred
days from the date of this order, and in case of
his appearance, he canse his answer to complain-
ant’s bill to be filed and a copy thercol to be served
Home of New York,
British America,
Under writters of N Y.
Give me a trial and sell and
buy to your advantage.
G. A. KONING.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 23, 1878. 28-8 m
CHEAP! CHEAP!
A fine lot of Summer Shawls just re-
ceived at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
-
Ladies’ Best Goat Bui ton Shoes, $2.00,
Ladies Best French Kid Shoes, $3.00,
Ladies Best Serge Shoes, $1.00. Walking
Shoes, 75 cents and $1.00, elegant styles
at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
Shoes Store, 28 Canal street, GrandRapids. 20-tf
For a beautiful lot of Bleached and Un-
bleached Sheetings, from 1 yard wide to
yards, go to the cheap cash store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Don’t fail to visit the Gteat Chicago
Bankrupt BjoI and Shoe Store, 28 Conal
street, when you visit Grand Rapids. We
guarantee you a saving of 40 per cent.
The finest No. 1 Mackerul can be found
•t the cheap cash store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
While coughs and colds are very prtv
alcnt, we recommend a trial of Young’s
Cough and Lung Syrup. tf
Four Badger State Fanning Mills will he
.„v ....v. nuu uum x- sold cheap, cull and see them at the ware-
ty-five miles from Pesth, the river rose house0! E. J. Harrington. They aie for
. . ... .... shIh c.liHnn for c.msIi nr nmilnrp
l nv i i r in me se j , i
during the storm, and broke through the ^.eap for cash or produce.
walls of the town. Whole rows of houses Hand made Calf Boots, $2.50 and $3.00
were demolished by I he flood, and many ! at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
persons were drowned. 1 Sh .e Store, 28 Canal street, Grand Rapids.
W e have |m*t added to onr stock of
NEW FURNITURE
- ALL KINDS OF -
Sewing Machines
A New and Beautiful
Parlor Suits,
Lounges,
Easy Chairs, Etc.
- Also the best —
WALNUT CASKETS
— AND— ,
FINE COFFINS
Ever Introduced Into this Cily.
We offer all at extremely
low figures. Come and See.
2fr-3ra H. MEYER & CO.
A Fre«h Stock of
GROCERIES
Is offered to the Public and will be sold Cheap
for Cosh by
P. BOOT,
Opposite H. Meyer A Co’s Furniture Store.
Tobacco and Cigars, Candies, Nuts,
and a full line of staple Grocer-
ies can always be found at
this Store,
Respectfully soliciting a ahare of yonr trade,
you are Invited to call and -eu for yonrst-lf.„ P.BOOT.
Holland, August 9, 1878.
Firemans’ Fund of Cal.
Orient of Hartford, Conn.
Roger Williams, R. I.
We represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
Companies, In this City, with a total capital of over
$12,000,009.
Holland, Mich., August 7th. 1878.
Howard Sc McBride.
28- tf
mwmvw y, uiuoi , auu iu ucmuik lut-reui.
that the said bill be taken as confessed by the said
defendant, Jasper Caswell.
And it is farther ordered; that within twenty
days the said complainant canse a notice of this
- 'der to be published In the Holland Crrr Nkws.
newspaper, published and circulating In
published once in each week for six successive
weeks, or that he cause a copy of this order to b«
personally served on the defendant, Jasper Cas-
well, at least twenty days belore the time above
prescribed for his appearance.
DAN j. ARNOLD, Circuit Judge.
Countersigned: A. A. Thackt,
Register In Chancery.
A true copy. Attest: A. A. Tracet,
Register in Chancery.
Lowihq A Cross, Wre for OompTt. tt-7w
Has become widelv known as the only compe
“Iib
r • » AAV* wait* W/BAJ|/Ua
tent and reliable traveling Physician. His reputa-
tion has been acquired by honest, fair aealing and
years of successful practice In the treatment of all
T \ ! .w. _ . _ _ 1 T\ a * • a • .
Chronic Diseases and Deformities as a specialty.
Does not claim to he Infallible or to know every-
thing, or to cure everybody; bat does claim that a
large and extensive practice and unparalleled suc-
cess, as - vldcnce to sustain It, Is the best proof of
a physician’* skill. He treats annually from five to
six thousand persons. Experience is worth every-
tjung. Know ledge gained from treating and curing
thousands of cases enables him to know the
cause and thu remedy needed. He never Injured a
human being by excessive dragging, or destr wed
u life by experiment and It Is not necessary to
change diet or occupation while under his treat-
ment.
If yon are afflicted with Diseases of the Eyes,
Organs, Brain, Nerves, Bones, Joints, Deformities.
Malformations, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sores.lHcere
Tumors, Cancers, Blood or Skin, and all persons
that aretronbled with any ailment or Inconven-
ience of any name or nature, are invited to call and
Investigate before they abandon hope.
Candid In opinion, reasonable in charges, and
will not urge or persuade you to take treatment,
and no one will be treated unless there Is a strong
probability of a enre or permanent benefit. Make
interrogation and deciac for yourself. Consults
tion free. Medicines Cash, don’t ask for credit.
WILL BE AT
HOLLAND, City Hotel, on Monday, Bept.
30th, nntil 4 p. ra.
GRAND RAPIDS, Rathbnn House, on the
1st aud 1510 - days of every month. Address, Dr.r> u i u wv UIUU ill. ^iaui %*«-*-* ** • •
J. C. Kennedy. Kathbun House, Grand Rapids,
Mich., with stomp. * •
BOOTS & SHOES.
A complete slock of Boots and Shoes
for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
Rubbers, Slippers
Ladies' walking shoes, etc., at a bargain
at the
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. HAftfRIfiGTO]?.
A NEW STORE!
H. W. VERBEEK& CO.
Have re-opened their extensive Furniture busi-
ness, closed by the big fire of 1871, on the corner of
Ninth 6c River Streets.
this store we open the finest and
amiuu uur riuv,* ui tuvur, wunoMug v* •••*/ muvci
and best kinds of furniture to the cheapest, In-
cluding all the latent styles, such as East Lake,
Qneen Anne, etc., which we offer at
Very Low Prices.
Having bought everything new we can sell lower
with a small profit, than old slock can be sold “at
cost.”
A complete stock; come ami
see for yourself.
Remaining Proprietors of the
iFHCEisrrx:
Planing Mill,
We are prepared to mannfoctnre lurnitnre to order
and can afford to sell common ware very cheap.
We also keep ourselves prepared to do all kind*
of Planing. Matching. Re-sawing, making of Door t
Sash and Blinds, etc.,
H. W. VERBEEK Co.
Holland, Mich., July 25, 1873.
. ... .
lotting.
Tub weather is hot for September— but
hx)kout for a sudden change.
Rbv. A. Thompson, of New Jersey, has
declined the cull of the Second Reformed
(Hope) Church.
- - —
Prof. C. Crispell will preach in Hope
WChurch on Sunday (to-morrow) morning,
and Rev. P. De Bruyn, in the evening.
Mr. A. A. Pfanstiehl left on Wednesday
lust to enter upon his last year of study at
the Theological Seminary of the Presby-
terian Church at Chicago. - *
Thk Classis of Holland was in session
here this week and after admitting Mr. J.
Hoekje to the ministry, and doing other
routine business, adjourned tine die.
Tub Secretary of the treasury has issued
the seventieth call for the redemption of
5-20 bonds of 65, consols of ’65, princi-
pal and interest to be paid ou the 4th of
December.
Wk hear that Gee’s Bund will attend
the Fair and Band contest at Allegan, com-
mencing Tuesday, September 24th. The
Agricultural Society have agreed to pay
all the expenses of the trip.
Tub German population of the city o
Grand Haven have organized a separate
Lodge of Odd Fellows, which will be
numbered 817. The installation of officers
will take place in a few days.
Wit are sorry to learn that the crop of
cabbage here will almost be a failure.
Worms have been found in almost every
head, which have gnawed to the heart of
the cabbage, almost entirely destoying
that crop. _
Chicago had a big day on Wednesday
last. The firemen’s tournament was a
perfect success, and the procession was
two hours in passing a given point. Pres-
ident Hayes and a host of notables wit-
nessed the brilliant pageant, as also tens
of thousands of spectators, along the line
of march.
Tub latest reports about yellow feve
are still more discouraging. The plague
is spreading and the mortality is increas-
ing. The whole South cries for help to
feed the hungry orphans, nurse the sick,
and bury the dead. Collections are being
taken up over the whole country to hel
them, and why should not we help a ha
also? _ _
Wb are Indebted to Mr. C. A. Dutton for
a few selected peaches, specimens of the
Crawford, Barnard, and Old Mixon kinds
—showing him to be a scientific fruit-
grower and horticulturist. From expiana-
thins received fiorn Mr. Dutton and other
fruitgrowers, we are satisfied that fruit-
growing requires considerable scientific
research and experiment.
Late dispatches from the East say that
Orville Grant, brother of General Grant,
has been declared insane on Tuesday even-
ing last, at Elizabeth, N. J., and was taken
to the Asylum near Morristown, N. J.
He does not ^eem to be considered a rav-
ing lunatic, rot is afflicted with mono-
mania, his mind running to extravagant
speculation, absurd financial schemes, e(c.
Mr. A. F. Gardiner, of St. Lawrence,
Canada, has purchased the controlling in-
terest of the steamer Mary Groh, and will
keep her on this route. It is Mr. Gardiner’s
plan to change the boat from a barge to a
full passenger steamer, nud perhaps that
job will be done at our own shipyards.
Negotiations are on foot with Messrs.
Seamens & Stevens, of Milwaukee Empire
Mills, to make one trip per week to Mil-
waukee with wheat.
Rev. Wm. M. Cupliu who has been the
paster of the M. E. Church of this city for
for the past Jwo years, preached his clos-
i ing sermon last Sunday evening to a
crowded house, and after the sermon Prof.
Scott followed with some remarks, show-
ing the pleasant relations between Rev.
Coplin and the College Faculty and also
of Hope Church. Mr. Coplin’s labors have
beeu wonderfully blessed since he came to
this city, and last Tuesday he started for
Conference to be held at Three Rivers,
Mich., with the w ishes of his entire con-
gregation and the community at large
that the Conference will return him again
to this place. __
Wheat is still coming in at a tremend-
ous rate, and no wonder. By glancing
over the markets of our exchanges we
find that the farmers get fully five cents
per bushel more for wheat than at any
other point in Western Michigan. On
Saturday lust, for instance, we noticed
over twenty teams had stopped in front of
Walsh’s store before eight o’clock in the
forenoon, and a glance up on Eighth street
revealed the same state of affairs at Beach
Brothers. The wheat business is so much
heavier than has been anticipated, that
the one thousand order book which we
printed for Mr. Walsh only a few weeks
ago, has been used up, and we arc called
upon to manufacture another one. Like-
wise in the bank, the order for new check
books has been changed from hundreds to
thousands. Our bank is doing a big busi-
ness at present.
Mr. G. J. Te Vaarwerk has just received
a large new stock of crockery and glass-
ware.
Everybody is pleased with the prospect
of a large corn crop. Corn never looked
better in the Holland Colony.
The worst thing about a mosquito is its
long soliloquy as to where and when it
had better settle down and bite.— JVew
Eaten lieguter.
A North Carolina editor declares that
“the man who will read a newspaper three
or four years without paying for will past
ure a goat on the grave of his grandfather.”
Messrs. Seamans & Stevens, of Milwau-
kee are still buying a great deal, of wheat,
and intend to ship one cargo per week to
the Empire Mills, of the city mentioned
above.
Every day since her birth each of the
parents of a Flemingsburg (Ky.), girl have
deposited ten cents for her benefit. She
is now 20. How much money lias she
now got, counting interest?
Mr. Henry Westveer, who has been a
drug clerk iu the city of Chicago and in
Iowa for some years, has arrived iu town
on Wednesday last, aud will form a co-
partnership with Dr. R. A. Schuuten and
commence a drug store In the First Ward.
rf^TeE blacksmith and carriage shop of A.
Hubert, Sou & Co., at Grand Haveu
burned down on Tuesday evening last,
causing a damage of between $3,000 or
4,000. The shop was located on Third
street, and its destruction has thrown flfcv-
eral persons out of employment.
On Saturday evening last, Mr. V. W.
Seeley, nominee for prosecuting attorney
on the national ticket, and Miss Annie
Squires, daughter of Capt. Heber Squires,
were married; and Mr. B. D. Safford,
Mayor of Grand Haven, and Miss Belle
Duncan Were married Sunday evening by
Rev. J. M. Cross, at the residence of
James Able. ___
It seems aa if marauding on the Texas
border will have to stop lor the present.
A dispatch from S \n Antonia, Texas,
dated Sept. 4th, says: “Col. Grierson,
commanding st Fort Concha, telegraphs
from Concha that the river is higher than
'or ferty years. The Rio Grande also
forms au impassable barrier between Tex-
as and Mexico. The rise is caused by the
melting of the snows in the Sierra Madre
mountains. Raiding is thus temporarily
prevented.”
The general estimate for assessments a8
incorporated in the appropriation bill and
passed on Wednesday evening last at the
session of the Common Council, as com-
pared with the previous year, are as
follows:
1878.
Mr. P. Oueten, is. putting new abut
ments under the 3rd Ref. Church building
—a substantial improvement.
“Grand Rapids, Mich., has the finest
and liveliest Business College in the coun-
try,” says the Western Rural, of Chicago.
As Robeson is nominated for congress
from New Jersey, we may loyk for the an-
nouncement of Belknap’s candidacy in
the Keokuk, Iowa, districts.
- -«•»- 
Jay Carlton, in the Danbury Newt, says
a strong grasp of the hand betokens a
strong heart. What a magnificent heart a
lobster must have!— TW/w’s F\ilU Re-
porter. _ _
The House of Bishops, in public session
iu the city of New York on Tuesday eveu-
ing last, unanimously deposed Bishop
McCoskry, of this Slate, in a lengthy doc-
ument signed by all the bishops.
List of letters remaining in the Post
office at Holland, Mich., 8ept. 5ih, 1878:
J. W. McCIlntic, R. Caithness, W. Osborn,
Daniel Wilson, Mrs. H. C. Serirst.
Wm. Verbkek, P. M.
Ja>t received tl —
A Large and Fine!
IsTEW stock:
CORNER CKDAR 4 EIGHTH STREETS. I — 0F —
Luce & Perkins, | BOOTS & SHOES
Manatacturen of
TABLETS, HEADSTONES
MONUMENTS
And all kinds of
CEMETERY WORE
IN STONE. --
We keep conetandy on hand the best kind of
stock, and atso a nice v artel* of designs. ’ " ~
ing done in the English, Holland and Oer
gu&ges, aa dealrod.
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland
Letter
e a an Ian-
All Work Warranted and
Prices Low.
Give us a call before you order, and pat-
ronize your home industry.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 85 1877.
A Complete a-aortment of Children’aatd Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and a foil lino of
Ladies' and Uentlcman'a wear.
call^andIee us.
I am now selling the Howe Sewing Machine,
and will henceforth keep It for aalo atmjr atore
Peddling machinea with wagoua bos been abolished
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
aie too low t« admit of any expense in that way
Call in and get bargains.
E. HEROLD.
Holland, Mich., Sept 1, 1877.
General Fund ...... $1,200.00
School “ ...... 3,830.00
Fire “ ...... 900.00
Poor “ ...... 900 00
bth Sir. Imp. Fund. . 1,620.00
River St. “ “ .. 928.00
1877.
$1,746.50
4,940.68
500. 0J
2.800.00
1,700.00
990.00
Total ........... $9,878.00 $12,677.18
, 9,378.00
Decrease of taxes ............. $ 3,299.18
-- -
The following are the arrivals and clear-
ances up to Friday morning:
ARRIVED.
iept. 2— 8chr. Espinola, Milwaukee, light.
'• 8— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, it platform scales,
a* 3— Scnr. Four brothers, Chicago, light.
\ 3- “ Hope, Ludington, light.
‘I 4- Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, i brls sugar. 4 brla
pork, 2u pkgs mdse. 4)0 bris salt.
4— 8chr. Wollin, Chlcsgo, 400 bu oats, (Wo bu
corn.
5— ’* Bates, Chicago, light.
4— Prop. Bweet brothers, hi. Joe, light.
0— 8chr. Luna, Manistee, light.
CLEARED.
g. 81— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 1.500 rr ties,, 100 bu rye, 120 m shingles.
Sept. 2— Schr. Espinola, Milwaukee, 2,tttu bn wheat.
2— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 35 m plue lumber
150 bkts peaches.
“ 2-8chr. Four Brothers, Chicago, 22 m r r ties
‘- 3— •- Hope, Ludington, Wo lbs butter, 400
(tox eggs, 8 brls flour, 126 lb honey,
GO bu apples, 20 bkts peaches, 14
bkts grapes, 2 do plums, 5 brls
cider, too lbs cheese.
A. Groh, Chlci
oak lumber, I
empty brla, 28 sacks hair.
*• 4— Schr. Wollin, Chicago, <0 m pine lumber.
“ 4-Prop. M i ago, 558 r r ties, 8ft m
' ‘ * r, 100 bkts peaches, tw
,
r. fl o rn
f ft- “ Batea, Racine, 35 m lumber.
4— Prop. Sweet Brot’s. 8t. Jocsph, 87,000
staves. 56 brls headings.
“ 6— Schr. Luna, Manitowoc, 800 bn apples, 75
bn peaches.
Hope College will open, for the coming
year, on Wednesday, Sept. 18th, 1978.
Measures have been taken to secure usual
and competent instruction, in ail the
branches taught in our best Preparatory
Schools and Colleges; and those who join
its classes may be sure of as complete an
education as may be obtained in Western
Michigan.
By resolution of the Council, both the
Preparatory and Academic (College) De-
partments are open to women, and special
arrangements will be made for their ac-
commodation in the city.
The College fees are from $12 to $24
per annum. Board with rooms and wash-
ing can be had at very- reasonable rates.
The total expense (including clothing) will
ary from $160 to $200 a year. Those
who wish to board themselves can find op.
portunltica to do so. •
Application for information, or for ad-
mission, to either Department, may be
made on or before Sept. 18th, to -i
Rev. R. Pieters,
Prttidenl of the Council, or
Rev. Chas. Scott, D. D.
Vice President of the College.
Mr. Amariah Coates, who, after shoot-
ing his wife, shot himself through the
head, died on Thursday afternoon of last
week. An inquest whs held by justice
Newnham, and a verdict was rendered
similar to the former inquest— temporary
insanity.
A girl of Irish descent, but reared in
Vermont, was rebuked by the lady with
whom she was living for her propensity to
ask questions. Closing the rebuke, the
lady remarked, “You beat the Jews at
asking questions.” When, true to her
nature the girl rejoined, “Do the Jews
isk many questions?”
On Thursday evening last Mr. Geo. W.
cBride, of Grand Haven, and Geo. F.
IcWdson, of Jamestown, had a politl-
a I discussion in the Village of Zeeland,
,nd chose for their subject, the legality
of the paper money issue. We are Did
by disinterested parties that McBride“won
his case” at the outset by getting his op-
ponent to argue on a question of law, and
Mr. Richardson not being a professiona
lawyer, was necessarily laboring under
those disadvantages. Howivor, Mr, Rich-
ardson made some telling hits and finished
up eloquently.
Aside of the general appropriation bill
and the usual allowance of poor bills, the
Common Council at their session on Wed-
nesday evening last, adopted a resolution
changing to location of one of the newly
projected fire wells from Ninth and Cedar
street to Eighth and Cedar streets. The
recent fire has illustrated that the old
wells ure growing worse and will in course
of lime become useless. A multiplication
of drive wells will become necessary, or
some other plan which will give a plentiy
ful supply of water.
The Atlanlic cable conveys the intelli-
gence of one of the most frightful disasters
at Loudon we have heard of in a long
time. The steamer Princess Alice, was
run into on Tuesday evening by the steam
collier By well Castle. The Princess Alice
was one of the largest saloon steamers of
the London Steamboat Company. The
two steamers were near the middle of the
stream, just oft' the City of London gas-
works, at Becton, almost the precise spot
where the fatal collision occured between
the Metis and Wentworth ten years ago.
What happened is impossible to accurate,
ly detail. All that is known, antid the
maddenihg excitement, is that the screw-
steamer struck the Princes Alice on the
port side, near the fore spousing. A scene
which has had no parallel on the river
ensued. A very few persons clambered
on the other vessel, hut nearly all rushed
to the after part of the Princess Alice, as
the bow sank gradually under water. The
shrieks were fearful, and nothing could be
done to save life. There were a dozen or
more life-buoys on board, and some boats
were swinging in the davits, but, even if
they could have got at, they would have
been of little service under the circum-
stances. Within five minutes the Princess
Alice keeled completely over, and went
down in deep water. Borne small boats
hastened to the scene, and the Duke of
Teck, another steamer belonging to the
same company, which was also on its
passage up the river with a party of excur-
sionists, went to the rescue, but the river
for a hundred yards was full of drowning
people screaming in anguish and praying
for help. As it was growing dark then,
not much could be done. It is believed
that not more than one hundred and fifty
persons escaped, out of eight hundred
aboard the vessel. The Princess Alice
was a long and low river steamer, built
for excursions down the Thames, of which
the middle and poorer classes of London-
ers were very fond. The cause of the
Princess Alice disaster is believed to be
that both vessels were roundings sharp
bend iu the river caused by the projection
of a point of land whereon the powder
magazine of Woolwich arsenal is situated.
In order to turn this point the Princess
Alice had crossed over the right bank of
the river, and was thus out of her
course. Her lights were probably
Call at the
Meat Market
D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DEALER IN
-OF-
J. KUITE
For the beat kind of
Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
Fresh and Salted Meats.
I pay the highest market I »' "" ^
rice for hides, hams, and all
inds of farmer’s produce.
Come and examine my I ^a^es ^ us^om a
STOCK.
J. KUITE
EIGHTH 8T., HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
Specialty.
8-18w
D R K. VAN RAALTE.
W. & H. ELFERDINK’S CROCKERY!
II
[)
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland, - - - Michigan
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
The shore firm make s specialty of cuatom work, plete Stock of White Granite
‘aarantee aatiafactioD. Their prtcca are low I r _ _ _ ----
Ditgh to compote with any house In the city,
kiey keep constantly or hand a choice variety ol
|es aud Children ahocs and galtera.
Uring neatly done and at
Short Notice,
W. A H. ELFERDINK.
FQBSAliT
. 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing aome 800 bearing
ipe vines. 100 Currant bushes; Strawberries;
ears. Apple, Quince, Cheatnnt, Mulberry, Appri-
sed. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
No money required down Inquire or
J. VAN LANDEGEND,
Holland. Mich. January 1. 1878.
Joslin&Breyman,
proper
ily ob-
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
g. J. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1877.
EXCURSIONS ! !
THE STEAMER
TWI-LIGHT
Having been rebuilt and refltted last winter,
CAPTAIN F. R. BROUWER,
Hereby Iqformetho public that hell prepared
for all kfnds of excurslnm.
SPECIAL PARTIES
Can be accommodated on ehort notice, for the
email inm of FIVE DOLLARS, taking them down
to the mouth of Black Lake in the morning, leav-
ing them there and bring them beck in the even-
ing, or any time deilred. I am also prepared to
accommodate
Watchmakers Jewelers, Sunday school picnics,
DEALERS IN
Having a banra mltable for that pnrpoie, to c
t Lake Michigan, or to be taken to any d<. OUt On ~ f V. »W — — . OT W *. W— . — —
Ired point, and brought home at the time egreed
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks, ir”*,r
o
le-
eed
Jewelry & Fancy Goods. Terms very Reasonable.
F. BROUWER, Captain.
Holland, Judo 1, 1878. 17-3m
HS.
All Kinds of Spectacles. I , Impfrt" °’ , ,,
— English and Scotch Ales,
Fall Line of €fold Pena, 0 — and—
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed. GUINNESS DUBLIN STOUT,
In bnlk and in Bottle.
Holland, March 24, 1878. 6— ly. .
No. 100 Monroe Street,
n COT business yon can engage In. |5to |20 (Sfftlld KSpIdCf ffitcfae
U to I per dav made by any worker ol either *
aex, right in their own locallllea. Par- Also Agent for Robert Smith Brewery, N. W
..... Improve your cor. of ftth and Minor streets, Philadelphia. Mr.
it Htinson A Robert Smith, has succeeded in making and in-
8-ly traducing an Ale. which he calli “India Pale Ale,'*
tlcnlara and samples worth $8 free,
spare time at this bualness. Address
Co., Portland, Maine.
Farm for Sale.
injUUGUJ|[ mu mu, uauw. uu ani.u auu.u a u.w C  ’
and ha. succeeded so well that It la highly recom
mended as a tonic for weak peraona.
I will sell eighty acres of gj^endid clay A Sjpleildid stock of Cigars ail<l
id* school house, at a bargain, 80 acreai oGierliqUOTSalwaySGIlliand.1 t. tmnunvo/l A lit/i 10*"soil.and achool house. „ .of this land is partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land In the Town-
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of42-tf M.D. HOWARD.
* Detroit and Milwaukee
Railroad Hotel,
Wm. E. Kirkland, Proprietor-
Grand Haven, Michigan.
The best accommodation for the travelling pub-
u iro nu. ..m— ____ _ ______ _ __ , He can always be found, night or day, at tha
scured by shadow of the powder magazine, j above Hotel. The best imported Bqnore and
and
the
, being much smaller aud lower than i cigars always on hand.
Byweli Oaatle, the latter was upon her '
a S . .A  _ a m  — a a mu a 1 I /"V  __ TT , a* m A VwlWM. H. KIRKLAND.
before the danger was perceived. Grand Havcn, April 10. IBHi.
BANKING.
munis mils
BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
Dees a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec-
tion bnsineas. Collectlona made on a0 points in
the United States end Europe. Particular alien-
tlon paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of peyment. All
business Intrnated to me shall hate prompt atten-
tion. Interest ellowed on time desoeUs, subject
to check at sight Foreign exchange bought and
•old. Tickets to and from all point! in ^uro|
Jacob tan pipotn.
TO LABOK 1M TO PRAY.
Pause not to dream of the future before ua ;
Pauae not to weep the witd care a that come o'er us :
Hark how Great lou’e deep mnalcal chorus
Unlntemittlug, goes up into heaven ! ’
Herer the ocean wave falters In flowing :
Never the little see^atops in Ua growing ;
Hore and more ri»bly the rose-haart kw jy glowing,
Till .nw.U
L*bor is worship 1” the robin Is singing ;
*• Libor la worship !” the wild bee la ringing:
Listen ! that eloquent whisper,. upspringing,
b peaks to thy soul from out nature’s great heart.
Prom the dark cloud flows the life-giving shower ;
Prom the rough sod blows the soft-breathing
flower ;
From the small insect, the rich coral bower ;
Only man, In the plan, shrinks from his part.
Labor is life ,r ’Ufi i&r still water faUetlr; r » .
Idleness ever despaW»Ui,bewalleth; . ..i ;1
Keep the watch wound orthe dark rust assalleth ;
Flowers droop and die in the stillness of noon.
v •• -w- wa a auaasav
Play ibe sseet keys, wouldst thou keep them latune!" , tjioj,. .
Labor is rest— from the sorrows that greet us ;
Rest from all petty vexations that meet us ;
Rest from sin -promptings that ever entreat us ;
Rest from world-sirens that lure us to ill.
Work— and pure slumbers shall wait on thy pillow
Work— thou shall ride o’er care’s coming billow ;
Lie not down ’neath woe’s weeping willow :
Work with a stout heart and resolute will J
Labor is health l Lo, the husbandman reaping
How through bis veins goes the life-current Feap-
How his strong arm In its stalwart pride sweeping,
True ss a sunbeam the swift sickle guides.
Labor Is wealth ! In the sea the peart growetb;
Rich the Queen’s robe f’rbin the coooon floweth ;
From the fine scorn the strong forest bloweth ;
Temple and sUtue the marble block hides.
“TotdS* ! ,10^* “s"4h i*n
Bravely fling off the cold chain that hath bound
thee !
Look to the pure heaven smiling beyond thee !
Rest not content iu thy dirknesi-^a clod !
Work for some good, belt ever so slowly !
Cherish some flower, be It ever so lowly J
Labor !— all labor is noble ana holy ;
Let thy great deed be thy prayer to thy God.
to 6uj>erior case s, and when I had packed
them in as small a compass as well as I
could, the reverend gentleman felt in his
pockets for the money wherewith to pay
me. He drew forth from his breast*
pocket a goodly- sized Russia-leather
case, and, tenderly aingling out some
hank notes and a check, proceeded to
settle for his purchase.
“‘The check is good; you will per-
ceive - he began.
“My dear sir,” I interrupted (the
check was perfectly genuine, I was con-
vinced, seeing that it bore the signature
of the firm that had mentioned my
name). .
“ ‘I know what you would say, air/
he said, holding up his hand, while
a look of extreme shrewdness covered
his face; ‘yon would say that yon have
implicit faith in me. That is wrong—
utterly wrong ! As a business man, you
should be ever careful It behooves us
all to be so at times. Clearly, you know
me not; and deception abounds. For
instance, I may not be a clergyman at
all. I may, in fine, be none other than
a knave— a *olf in sheep’s clothing.’
Saying which he laughed a laugh,
which, somehow or other, seemed to
grate upon toy ear.
“However, he proceeded to pay me
the amount due, as I have said.
“ ‘ Let me see, ’ he continued, musing-
ly; ‘ it will be in all, four— three— two-
ten. Good ! If you will kindly look
over these, Mr. Filby, you will find
grasped it roughly, and whispered some- oidedly awkward appearance about him
thing in his ear, at which his nassion left
w A ----- --- o — y t — vvMAvjbSAJAUVt OISIUC*
p
him as quickly and suddenly as a iash of
lightning. He became, in fact, as pale
as death, and finally culminated in trem-
bling violently, while his face assumed
a kind of brick-dust hue.
“ I did not put thisdown to guilt; no. I
laid it rather to the just indignation that
would be naturally felt by a high-sonled
minister of the gospel accused of such
enormities.
“The rough-and-ready intruder regard
ed the reverend gentleman with un-
feigned admiration, at least so it ap-
peared to me. He folded his arms
across his broad chest and stood regard-
ing him for a few moments. Then he
looked at me and winked knowingly.
“ * Our Christian friend isolever, oho I
He is doing the work of a certain evil
personage who shall be nameless very
THE LOST DIAMONDS.
J'IaW/ <717)7
“ Ton I'einemberme the time of the
Crimean war? Of course you do, though.
Well, at that tamp., I hefcl a tolerably
long lease of; Wy old shop in Barbican.
I did not, it is true, keep much of a show
in the window; but my customers knew
that I had a rare and valuable stock in
fe»M‘7rfngh
“Well; my latf; as rhare'before said,
it was the time of the Ciimean war. It
was about as near as I can remember 11
o’clock in the morning of a bitterly cold
day m December-a Tnesday-when
either the slosh or the piercing, biting
cold, or the leaden, ominous sky that
loomed overhead and threatened a snow-
storm, kept people who had money by
their fireside or in bed; indeed/few
people of any Ju^fl were abroad, and all
tlpgs outside were as gruesome and dis-
piriting as they well could be. I had
drawn nearmy counting-house fire, and
was looking into the glowing coals, my
thoughts very far away from Barbican,
E C. My shop-door opened and there
entered a fine, tall, handsome-looking
immediately. __ ___ ___
spectacles and pushed over to me thiee
100-pdund Bank-of-England notes, ten
body e?se, for that matter; His attire
was of the best material and make, and
scrupulously neat, and his neck-band
. was t as white as driven snow. More-
°ver, gpld-mqjped spectacles and heavy
sfeala depending from his Watch-fob gave
- him not only a highly itespertable ap-
pearance but stamped him as wealthy
withal That’s to. say, I thought so.
-Weli, up he marched to my counter with
tolerably long strides, removed his hat
(of the first quality), and placed it upon
my counter (his well-arranged silver hair
became him immensely), and gave me a
. good- morning” and a smile which was
incalculably pleasing and good to see.
i ms man is a Christian ; goodness and
gentleness beam on every feature I
mentally told myself. I put on my very
best manner and politely asked him his
pleasure.
“ 1 1 have been recommended to you,
sir (he mentioned a firm , with which I
dealt largely in the way ‘of bar-silver).'
I am given to understand/ he con-W ' that you have a varied and very
valuable selection of ladies’ diamondornaments.’ ^ — )
“ I signified that such really was the
case. *! ' '
“‘Well/ he proceeded, ‘I am some-
what anxious, sir. to see and examine
some of your possessions. The fact is,
my j c aughter— nfy i oply daughter, sir, a
pure, swee^tempereffoliild-is on the
^e of marriage, and I (faaturally, you
^ ,W Td<lmg Pre^nt- Very
* good*, i Mind ! I want nothing gaudy
nor— pardon me, Mr. Filbj-nor do I
and ninepenoe. ___ ___ ___ „„„ 11V/W50
were genuine, I looked up at my wealthy
customer and found him fumbling in
pocket after pocket for the copper
money. \
“ ‘ My dear sir !’ I exclaimed, ‘ pray
don’t bother about the trifling pence, li
;you are satisfied, I am thoroughly so.’
“‘Nay/ he rejoined; ‘that will not
do.- Business is business. .You are en-
titled to. your demand— ay, and to the
uttermost farthing, t buy goods of you
tor a certain amount; I therefore must
pay you every iota of that amount or I
shall not be easy in iny inind. ’
“A really upright man, this; lucky
the congregation that had so justly and
evenly balanced a man for their pastor.
So ran my thougnts as he counted out
the remaining threepence and placed
them in my hand with a kind of ’dig, as
though he were glad to get nd of them,
and set his mind at ease.
“ Then there ensued an awful pause,
awkward because, for the life of me, I
could not think of anything to say; and,
hs fofmy reverend customer, he seemed
in all but a brown study. At any rate
he seemed by no means in a hurry to
admirably, aha!’ he ejaculated, revert-
ing again to his boisterous manner.
‘ But we oid birds are not to be caught*
we are accustomed to this kind of thing’
0 dear, yes, I— your very obedient ser-
vant, Mr. Filby— belong to the fancy
iron trade, and I do my utmost to get as
much of my stock on other people’s
hands as I possibly can. ’ Saying which,
he unbuttoned and threw open bis shag-
gy overcoat, and laid bare to my gaze
the uniform of an inspector of police.
Then, as quick as thought, he drew
forth and lastened on the clergyman’s
wrists a pair of handcuff’s.
“‘Tliisis shocking— really horrible/
1 couldn’t help saying.
“ ‘ No sentiment, please/ returned the
inspector, angrily. ‘Leave me to do
my work, and take care you do yours.’
“‘But, my good friend/ the man of
the white neckcloth exclaimed in whin-
ing tones, ‘ yon are utterly mistaken.
I like— I in fine have naught but ad-
miration for your zeal; but I am not the
man you suppose me to be. * * *
If you will remove these things— they
hurt my wrists— I will go—’
“‘No; you won’t’
I mean I will go into the details ©f
our transaction. *  * jpjjg
notes are good, genuine, sir ! ’
“‘Perfectly so/ I responded;
{KBtffoSW.®- ESirff'ifSiSSKStseemingly for no earthly purpose, see-
ing that our transaction was at an end,
and that he seemed not to care to talk!
Presently he again took out his pocket
book, counted over six or seven five-
pound notes, and became absorbed in
casting up some figures; that done, he
began fiddling with some leaves, tam-
ing them over and over and then back
again.
“ By way of turning my attention to
other matters, I took up the Times; but
before scanning ite pages I chanced to
look toward my shop-door, and saw a
tall, heavily-built man peering through
the glass. He was somewhat curious to
look upon, I mhst confess; for the snow
that had been threatening, was fiercely,
rapidly descending outside, and this
man was covered with the white, feathery
flakes from head to fool On seeing
my gaze steadily fixed at him, he pushed
opep the door and entered with a firm
tread. He had a kind of eagle eye, thin
t— eager, sidelong, piercing; thought-
would stake my life on their sound-
ness.’
“ ‘Then, sir, permit a public servant
to tell you that you would lose your
life. Kindly let me look at these
sound and genuine Bank of England
notes.’
“What could I do but hand them to
him^
“‘Ah I as I thought,’ he then ex-
claimed. ‘ Very skillful, very clever ;
decidedly so I Pity our pious friend here
doesn’t contrive to turn his thoughts in
another direction ; sad that he disdains
to use his talents more honorably.
Given such consummate cleverness, he
might have surmounted almost anything
by honest means. *  * These
sir, are rascally forgeries ; splendidly
worked out, I’ll admit; but forgeries for
all that ! ’ he declared, emphatically,
and the heavily-limbed inspector cer-
tainly did not, by his attitude or man-
ner, at all resemble a man bent on buy-
ing my wares or selling me his. How-
ever, Thomas seemed obHvious to what
p!®06 under his very nose,
and hied mm for a cab.
.“The cab brought, the two entered
first, while I remained behind for a few
moments to give instructions to my shop-
man. Then I got inside the cab, and
we started for Moor Lane Police Station
Fore street I hadn’t been seated long
before I found that the prisoner’s hands
were free.-
“ ‘ That’s all right,’ the inspector said,
noticing my look of surprise. ‘He’s
promised me to behave himself; and
between ourselves, I don’t like to iron a
man if I can get him to give in quietly.
Besides, our designing friend, with all
his cunning, knows who he’s got to deal
with — that I am more than a match for
him. Don’t you fear, sir; he won’t easily
slip through my fingers !’
“Well, at length we arrived at the
station-house. I was the first to alight
from the cab, and was about to enter the
station. The inspector, still seated with
his prisoner, called to me with evident
annoyance: ‘There’s no light in the
superintendent’s room; we’ll have to
wait a little. However, there’s no help
for it. You go into tliat room there, the
first door on the right; you’ll find news-
papers and records there. Amuse your-
self. I’ll cage my bird— put him under
lock and key (safe bind, safe find, vou
know), and then I’ll come to you. ‘i’ll
be here in a few minutes. If i remain
away any length of time, ask for In
THE MODERN FARMER
TRe. pipe of the qatii io th7 .tubble-fleld
xne scent of the aew-mown her *
The reetlee* racket amid the grain,
The no lee of the reaplng-mactilne ;
And ever again the howl of pain
Cornea over the meadow* green.
Oh. aweet la the field where the meadow- lark flit*
And singe, aa It aoara and dive*;
•wnere the Granger alta, and yells aa he gits
His fingers among the knives.
NP longer we hear on the hillside aere
The ecythe-stone’a cllnkety-cllnk ;
Bnt Uie reaping-machine cuts bis leg off, I ween.
Refore ever the man can think,
WUh foreboding and tears bin good wife hears
Tne man of the house say good-by;
T9.f(et.nIrn- In Booth, with a horse-rako tooth
oticking four Inches out of his ejo,
W?/!Lt£e come in with halloo and din.
How burdened with sorrow the hour,
ntH pau,ie 10 ,,c*n whut 18 left of the man
thawed up in an eight-horse power.
Gh lithe and Usten ! From over the hUlfl.
I?1?® tor Ule d°ctor begs ?
TThtoh!/t0kev wh0 feU' aud. awful to tell,
me steam harrow ran over his legs.
Thus all day long, with mirth and song,
dretd •darms ;
re‘*,««g courage, untold danger,
Cich commodities for his dsughter.
After careful examination he selected
a pair of diomond ear-rings (£80); a but-
terfly brooch— one mask of glitter and
dazzle— and a half-hoop diamond ring
(the two; £152 10s.) A tolerably good
morning’s work, you will say. We shall
nee.
“Well, after I had fitted the trinkets
All this was fair and square and
•above board. Undoubtedly my pros-
pective customer, though a clergyman,
was an excellent man of business, and
one that .wouldn’t brook trifling. I made
up my mind to acquiesce to his every
wish— and charge him as long a price as
I reasonably could.
“I placed before him several trays of
exquisite workmanship, upon which I
looked with pride. I expected, I must
own, that my customer would appeal
-surprised, to say the least, at ihe
dazzling anay. Not so, however. And
that s to put it mildly; for when I un-
oovered , my goods, and looked up at
him, ' with a seU-satisflOd look on my
laoe, there was a look on his which bore
a semblance of indifference, not to sav
disdain. This nettled me somewhat*
but, bn second thoughts, I told myself
that it was potwible he, personally, did e ow.uu.ur; m a wora
nhf ^ ii%jS®i10“SS andranitie8 of. M and troublesome a cus*
his world, though anxious to procure1 tomer as we have to. deal with !*
Iioh oommodifaeft far ™ ««! looked at my customer. His face
was terrible to look upon; loould soaroe-
man w # _______ _____ u(r_
ful brows, too, and there was huge de-
termination about the lower part of his
face. Shaking the snow from off his
coat, stamping his feet upon my shop
carpet (which I thought a rather cool
proceeding), and unfastening the lap-
pets of his sealskin traveling- cap, he
gave a deep-drawn grunt of relief, and
exclaimed in a bluff, boisterous manner*
‘In time, after all! My bird’s not
flown, by all that’s palpable! Con-
gratulate thyself, though man «f gold
and silver and precious stones; and,
furthermore, congratulate me on my
aptitude for scenting “Slippery Dick 1” ’
Then, letting fall his voice, he added
more seriously: ‘You’ve had a nanow
escape, sir. I’ve no doubt that our
reverend friend here has contrived to
lessen your stock of goods pretty consid-
erably— has been a pretended (mark
that) purchaser to a very tidy tune I’
“ ‘ If yon mean, sir, whoever you may
be, that this gentleman has paid a good
deal of money to me/ I returned, some-
what indignantly, ‘you are right ih
your conjecture. But may I ask, pray
who are you, that you enter my shop in
this manner, and insult myself and cus-
tomer by asking such— well, impertinent
questions? * * * Who are you?’ I
again asked, feeling that I should be
compelled to call my shopman to turn
him neck and crop into the street.
“‘You’ll very soon know who I am,’
he returned coolly. . ‘Suffice it at pres-
ent that I am fully justified in what I
ask and do. * * 1 * Bear— ’kindly
beg with me % little. I have a stem
duty to perform. This man is not what
he pretends to be. He is a blackleg— a
oahtahg humbug— a swindler; in a word,
“I looked at my customer. His face
is c rce
ly believe my eyes— the passion concen-
trated in his features was absolutely de-
moniac in its intensity; the ebullition of
rage which held possession of him shook
him from head to fool
“ The boisterous stranger laid bis hand
heavily on the clergyman’s shoulder,
our reverend specimen of humanity
here did not persuade you that he de-
sired to make his daughter— his daughter
a wedding present’
“ I said that such was really the fact
“ ‘ Ah, jiiat so ! The old, old game ;
the old story. * *  ! wonder,
Dick (“ Slippery Dick ” is the name by
which he is known among us and his
companions) — I wonder, Dick, you
don’t alter your modus operandi — it is
so stupidly stale, you know.’
“‘Dick’ looked daggers, looked as
though he would like very much to an-
nihilate the inspector on the spot, and
retorted in language not at all befitting
a clergyman : ‘ You’re very clever, ain’t
you, now ? Pah ! I could “ do ” fifty like
you. * * * It doesn’t matter much,
though. You’ve got me. You’ve trapped
me nicely. What more d’ye want?
* * * Look sharp, and let us go.’
‘ ‘From this kind of talk I began to thinV
him none other than what the inspector
affirmed him to be — especially so when
the man in office whipped off tne silvery
locks from his prisoner’s head and dis-
closed to my wondering gaze a closely,
cropped iron-gray head of hair beneath.
“ ‘ I should hope you don’t want fur-
ther proof ?’ the inspector interrogated,triumphantly. !
“ I replied that I was satisfied. That I
had been singled out for a victim I now
felt certain. In short, my dear boy I
was completely taken aback, and fell
into the whole scheme.”
“The whole scheme!” I exclaimed;
“how? I scarcely understand.”
“ Don’t interrnpl You shall hear di-
rectly; my melancholy story is fast draw-
ing to a close. * * WeU, I looked
from one to the other with perplexity on
“‘What are you thinking of doing.
Mr. Inspector?’ I asked.
“‘Why, take this predatory individual
—this pike among gudgeons— to the sta-
tion (they’ll have no mercy upon him
this time); and you must accompany us
thither. * * * PH take care of
these bits of paper; as in like manner
1 11 be the safe custodian of the artfully,
contrived wedding-presenl* Saying
which he deposited the notes, the cheek
and the diamonds in the breast-pocket
of his overcoat
“There was no help for it; of course
I must go to the station. So, calling my
assistant from the back room, linstrnoted
him to get a cab, and look after business
durinff my absence. Of course I did
not tell him the errand I was bound on*
and, as luck would have it, he appeared
not to notice that anything was wrong,
it would, I must confess, have been
difficult for Thomas, my then shopman
to have seen the handcuffed wrists of the
pious looking gentleman; for, to his
credit be it said, the trapped fpx had
contrived to fasten the bottom buttons
of his unusually long-tailed frock coat
and, placing his hands beneath, had
thus managed to keep the iron bracelets
out of sighl Still, there was a de-
spector John feoklel * * * p^y
do not mention our business to any living
soul’
Like a fool and the unsuspecting
jackass I was, I did aa I was bid. I
turned the handle of the door, and en-
tered the room, a square, dreary apart-
ment, possessed of nothing to speak of
save a huge deal table, four spindle-
legged chairs, a map of London and an
almanac, and, excepting a framed en-
graving representing a life-boat making
slow progress over a boiling sea, the
walls were bare of pictures. In my then
state of mind the place seemed horribly
monotonous. However, I took up the
only newspaper the room boasted of,
and seated myself to wait for the end.
“It speedily came. I hadn’t been
seated long before I heard the cab drive
away. ‘ Ah/ I said to myself, ‘the man
in blue’s too economical to let “ cabby ”
wait; I suppose I shall be detained here
some time. Was there ever anything so
disagreeable !’
. “Fifteen minutes passed. During
that time I fidgeted aboul There is no
disguising the matter; I was terribly
perturbed. The most idiotic thoughts
passed through my brain. ‘What if/
I found myself asking, ‘this sham
clergyman should prove my destruction?
What if, after serving his punishment!
he should out of revenge come to my
shop and blow out my brains? What —
But I thought all manner of things
which I won’t bother you with. Suffice
it that another fifteen minutes passed. I
rose from my seat, but, before I could
move a yard toward the door, it opened,
and a fine-looking old gentleman— evi-
dently the superintendent— stood before
me. We were soon on good terms; I
gave him my name, and explained my
advent, and explained why I was cooped
in what he called his ‘private-inquiry
office.’ He seemed, when I had finished,
to labor hard to keep down a laugh.
“‘Well/ he said at length, ‘you’ve
been done nicely! But you have this
consolation, that others have been bit—
and to a pretty tidy tone, too. You say
you are waiting for “Inspector John
Tricklet.” There’s no such party of that
name connected with this station
They’ve carried on a similar game, variet
a little, very successfully in all the large
towns in Ireland, Scotland and Wales,
to say nothing about what they’ve done
abroad. * * Tricklet! Ah, a very
apt name ! The game’s been contrive!
by a trick — and he — they — have let you
in the hole. * * * You mustn’t sup-
pose me a Job’s- comforter when I say
that dozens have been swindled by these
two clever vultures. They are nothing
else; they prey on their kind as beat
they may. But this is poor talk, Mr.
Filby. Let me assure you, to be se-
rious, that all that can be done shall be
done. But what can we do ? What can
Scotland Yard do ? They can only issue
a caution to tradesmen generally, and
put the matter in the Hue and Cry,
which probably won’t amount to much.
And between you and me, Mr. Filby.
I’ve repeatedly thought (and very se-
nonaly, too,) that they’ve got some of
onr fellows in their pay; I could all bnt
swear it; for, were it not so, I am confi-
dent they’d have been taken long ago/
“ Heartily disgusted, I bade him a
surly good-day, and hied me for my
shop and oounring-house fire. Its
genial blaze, however, cheered me not
1 waa dispirited and chagrined, and pos-
seescxl Qfa.doep- rooted idea that my
hitherto clear brain had gotten a super-
abundance of mud in it. I felt that I
could tear my hair and beat, my breast
and yell out that I was profoundly
miserable.
“But why dwell upon the matter.
The story is told.”— Chambers’ Journal
PITH AND POINT.
Pattern women— The dressmakers.
Did you ever see a saw set or an ap-
ple stand?,
How to get rid of bad habits— Ex-
change them for articles of virtu.
We say “a laying hen,” instead of
“a lying hen,” because she is onnesl
When there is a chasm of misunder-
standing between a mistress and her
Irish help, she should Bridget.
The reason why editors have their
manners corrupted is because they re-
ceive so many evil communications,
A man in Detroit has recently invent-
ed an apparatus for arresting and extin-
guishing sparks. Are the girls going to
stand that ?
Painful question by the Sultan— “Is
this Turkey, or is it merely portions of
England, Russia, Austria and other
countries ?”
A St, Louis Coroner, who was for-
merly a base-bail man, instructed his
jury to bring in a verdict of “out on a
sun-strike.”
Who hath woe— who hath sorrow?
Well, that Nevada man who traded a
male for a wife feels about as red around
the eye as any of ’em.
A discomfited soldier, who found
that he had shot an Indian already de-
funct, was overheard to murmur, “I
didn’t know it was Lo dead.”
Since the weather has grown cooler
in St. Louis citizens walk in the sun,
shake their fists at it, and threaten to
knock its darned head off if it strikes
them.
About the first bit of scripture a boy
gets knocked into him is when he is
barefooted and steps on a bee. Then
he realizes that “ there is a time to
dance.”
Nothing betrays the innocence of
men’s natures more than to see one feel-
ing over his coat-tails to find a pocket
which is in his coat at hom*.— Detroit
Free Press.
“Silence in the court-room !” shout-
ed a Texan police magistrate. “The
court has already committed four pris-
oners without being able to hear a word
of the testimony.”
The man who made a shoe for the
foot of a mountain is now engaged on (a
hat for the head of a discourse— after
which he will manufacture a plume for
General Intelligence.
Industby does not always pay. Let a
husband be seen oiling the hinges of the
doors in his house, and his wife will at
once charge him with intending to re-
main out till midnight
A scientist says angle-worms do not
suffer when put on the hook. They
wriggle around out of pure joy, we sup-
pose, the same as a man does when a
good-looking woman steps on his corns.
“ The sun rises in the east,” explained
the teacher. “ Yes, and there’s suthin’
rises in the west, too,” chimed in one of
the smaller boys. “ WeU, what is it ?”
asked the sohoolma’am. “Injuns!”
shouted the urchin. '>
We met a farmer, a day or two ago,
who was so hard pushed that he was on
his way to pawn nis hoe. We told him
we were sorry to see his case so hope-
less. “ Hopeless !” ho exclaimed, “ far
from it ! Yon know the old motto, ‘Hoe-
pawn, hope ever !’ Yonkers Gazette.
A young and pretty girl stepped into
a shop where a spruce young man, who
had long been enamored, bnt dared not
speak, stood Rebind the counter selling
drapery. Ip order to remain as long as
possible she cheapened everything, and
at last she t&id, “ I believe yon think I
am cheating you.” “ Oh, no,” said the
A Speaking Calculation.
“ ! have calculated,” said the eminent
onthmetio man, “ that the average
speaks ttiree hours a day, at tlfe average
speed of 100 words a minute, saytwenty-
nine octavo pages an hour; or 600 a
week; consequently, in the course of a
year, the average man talks fifty-two
large volumes.”
“Sir,” said one of the audience, a
man of scant, respect for the sex to which
he owed his mother, “does your calcu-
lation also apply to a woman ?”
“ It does, sir,” coldly replied the emi-
nent arithmetic man; “all you have to
do is this,” and he added a 0 to the 52.
“ I would not stay so long bargaining if
you were not so dear.”
We love to lie beneath the shade
end quaff the cooling lemonade; K
We love to feel the ohrerful ante
Crawl calmly np onr rammer pants ;
We love to see the apple-worm,
Prone on our abirt-lront. tqneamand squirm ;
We love to wstob, with plsrtd e)e,
The doodle-bug go tumbling by ;
We love to hear. In distant bogs,
The rueful rambling of the frogs;
We iove to bear the allmy snake
Wind in and out the verdant brake ;
We love to hear the crlapy cry
Of bumble-bees bomb bumbling by ;
We love to scent, upon the air,
The balm of squash-bugs balmlng there.
With ivy trailing all the land,
And poison-oat on every hand,
Far from the cll>’a dusty atrlfe,
How sweet to lead a rural life !
—St, LouU Journal.
j
KOYAL WAGES.
The Pecanlary Allowance Paid to Foreign
Potentate*
Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria
and King of Hungary, born in August,
1830, has a civil list (as his salary is
commonly called) of $4,650,000 a year.
Leopold II., King of Belgium, bom
in Apnl, 1833, has a civil list of $660,000
a year,
'' Christian IX., King of Denmark,
bom in April, 1818, has a civil list of
500,000 rigsdalen*, or $277,775. His
eldest son has an annual allowance of
$33,333.
Marshal MacMahon, President of the
French republic, has an annual salary
of $120,000, with an extra $60,000 for
household expenses. .President Thiers
had the same salary, with $77,560 for
housekeeping.
Napoleon III. had the largest civil
list in the world. It amounted to
. $5,000,000 a vear, in addition to which
he received the income of the crown do-
mains, amounting to $2,400,000, and
the free possession of a nnmlir of pal-
aces, parks, foreste and mansions kept
at the expense of the state. His total
income reached the sum of $7,800,000.
Nevertheless, the debts on the imperial
civil list were stated in 1867 to amount
to $16,000,000;
William L, bom in March 1797, re-
ceives no salary as German Emperor.
His annual salary as King of Prussia is
$3,079,790. Most of the expenditure of
the royal family and the court is de-
frayed out of the sovereign's immense
private property.
Ludwig II., King of Bavaria, bora in
August, 1845, has a civil list of $1,378,-
865. Kari I., King of Wurtemberg,
bora in March, 1823, has a civil list of
$391,685, with an additional annual
grant of $1,357,350 for the other mem-
bers of the royal family. Albert L,
King of Saxony, bom April, 1823, has a
civil list of $635,000, with an additional
$127,950 a year for the Princes and
Princesses. This latter grant may be
justi liable, as in 1830 the rfeigning mon-
arch surrendered his domains to become
the property of the state.
The Grand Duke of Baden has a civil
list of $374,655 for himself and the mem-
bers of his family. The hereditary
landed property of this dynasty, valued
at $20,830,000, has been made over to
the state. The Grand Duke of Meck-
lenburg-Schwerin, who claims to be the
only European sovereign of Slavonic
origin, pretends that he can trace his
descent to Genseric, King of the Van-
dals, who conquered Spain in the fifth
century, and, going over to Africa, took
Carthage in 439 A. D. In his full title
he styles himself “Prince of the Vandals.”
He has no civil list, but is absolute
owner of one-fifth of the whole area of
the Liliputdan duchy which he governs.
The Grand Duke of Hesse, son-in-law
of Queen Victoria, has a civil list of
$328,716 for the support of himself, his
near relatives and his little court at
r Darmstadt.
The civil list of the Grand Duke of
Oldenburg is $125,000; of Brunswick,
$250,000; of Saxe-Weimer, $210,000; of
Saxe-Meiningen, $90,000; of Anhalt,
$145,000; of Saxe-Ooburg-Gotha, $100,-
000; of Saxe-Altenburg, $107,250; of
Waldeck, $183,675; of Lippe, $50,000;
of Sohwarzburg-Rudolstadt, $60,000; of
Schwarzburg-Sonderhaussen, $110,000;
of Schaumburg-Lippe, $125 000.
The Grand Dukes of Mecklenburg-
Strelitz, Beuss-Schleiz and Beuss-Greiz
absolutely own most of the states which
they govern. It is full time for the
whole of these petty sovereigns to be
absorbed under one ruler, so as to con-
stitute a real German empire.
Victoria, Queen of England, bom in
Mav, 1819, has a civil list of $1,925,000,
with $300,000 from the Duchy of Lan-
caster, one of the crown lands which she
did not surrepder, according to .contract
with Parliament, to the state. Thus,
her annual income is $2,225,000. To
v her children and to the Duke of Edin-
burgh is paid a further sum of $880,000,
making a total of 3,105,000 to British
royalty. • /
George L, King of Greece, bora in
December, 1845, has a civil list of $260,-
800 a year. Humbert of Italy, bom in
1844, nas not accepted the large civil
list ($3,250,000) granted to his late
father. William IH. , King of the Neth-
erlands, bom in February, 1810, has a
salary of $250,000, with an addition of
half as much more for members of the
royal family. He and the Kicg of Wur-
temburg are believed to be the richest
sovereigns in Europe. The whole grants
to Louis L, of Portugal, bom in 1838,
and his family amount to $660,000 a
year.
Alexander IL, of Russia, bom in
April, 1818, possesses the revenue from
the immense crown domains, equal to
$10,000,000 a year. Alphonse XII., of
Spain, bom in November, 1857, has a
civil list of $2,000,000. Oscar IL, King
of Sweden and Norway, bom in Janu-
ary, 1829, has a civil list of $338,330
from Sweden and $94,445 from Norway.
He also has an annuity of $83,330, voted
“MJ years, ago to Carl XLV. (Bima-
, o) ^  ki8 successors on the throne
of Sweden; the total is $416,105 per
ftnnntn.
The President of the Swiss republic,
S^ha* only a single-year term, receives
$3,000 per annum. Nevertheless, Switz-
erland is well governed.
There is no knowing what is the sal-
I ary or income of Abdul Hantid, Sultan
Jf Turkey, bom September, 1842. The
civil list of Abdul Aziz, who was almost
his immediate predecessor, varied from
$4,557,580, in 1868, to $5,351,020 in
1875, but it has been calculated, on good
authority that in the latter years of his
reign, which closed in May, 1876, Abdul
Aziz spent $22,500,000. it is not near
that amount just now.
Lord Lytton receives £25,000 a year
salary, and £12,000 for “ allowances ” as
Viceroy of India. The Doke of Marl-
borough gets £20,000 a year as Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland. The Earl of
Duflferin had £10,000 salary as Viceroy
of Canada.
What a Fly Did.
The Carthage (111.) Gazette records
the following interesting case: Mr.
James Howard, of Walker, married an
interesting young lady named Sypionds,
abdut a Tear ago, and they have lived
oozily ana happily together ever since.
But the other morning, at breakfast, an
inquisitive and hungry flv dropped
down from his perch on the ceiling,
and, stretching his legs, began skir-
mishing around for his breakfast He
crawled slowly around Mr. Howard’s
coffee cup once or twice, sniffing the de-
licious aroma, and wondering how he
could manage to get a drink, when his
foot slipped, he lost his grip, and in a
moment more was floundering around
in the liquid. His straggles attracted
the attention of James, and he pulled
him out and playfully tossed
across the table. The unfortunate fly
lBELAKD>b DECAY.
How Emigration and Famine Have De-
populated the “ Old Sod "
[From the Cincinnati Commercial]
Reliable statistics of the history of
Ireland during the last thirty years pre-
sent some startling facts. At the be-
ginning of the present century the pop-
ulation of that country was about 5,400,-
000. From tlfkt it. increased until in
1841 it was over 8,000,000, and, before
the great famine of 1846-7, it probably
was 500,000 more. The following table
shows the changes that have taken place
since 1800:
Can the Truth Overtake a Lie?
Investigation diaoloaes the faot that the lady
reported in the Associated Press dispatches,
about August 10th, to have died in Chicago
after two weeks' use of some reputed mneSy
Population. I iV-tr.Ttar.
1800 ............ "6,303,456
1810 ............. 5,950 917
IMl ......... ....6,801 817
1831 ............. 7,767,401
1811 ............. 8,196 597
1851 ............. 6,651,291
Population.
him
alighted in a wet and bedraggled condi-
tion on Mrs. H.’s plate. She indig-
nantly grabbed him and flung him back
into her husband’s plate. James gazed
with suppressed rage, threw it back on
her plate. Then began a regular game
of shuttlecock between the two, and
that fly flew back and forth until he was
completely worn out. Then the youpg
wife, bursting into tears, seized her
bonnet and rushed from the houf e to
the residence of her parents, vowing
she would never come back, and James
went out to the bam, swearing to him-
self. In an hour or so the father of the
mneh-abnsed wife came over with a
team and removed all her baggage, and
now they “meet as friends no more.”
They have separated for good, and thus
two lives are rendered miserable by the
single misstep of a fly. On such small
things do onr destinies depend l
The Money-Order Business.
The Governmental money-order busi-
ness of the United States, through the
ostoffioes, shows a steady increase,
>th in domestio and foreign exchanges.
For the quarter ending March 31 there
was remitted from the United States to
Great Britain upward of £37,000, and
received from there £17,000, leaving a
balance to be remitted in settlement of
account of upward of £20,000. The re-
mittanoee of the previous quarter, which,
including the holidays, is always the
largest of the year, aggregated £50,000
sent from this country, and £17,000 re-
ceived from Great Britain. The average
quarterly remittances from Germany arc
about $115,000, and the amount sent
thither, $190,000. Switzerland receives
from the United States about $15,000,
and sends $25,000 here per quarter..
Money-order changes with Italy have
only been in operation sinoe July 1,
1877. The quarterly averages are about
$28,000 sent to that country, and less
than $2,000 received from thenoe, Can-
ada remits an average of aboufc$100,000,
and receives about $75,000, being the
only Government with which we have
money- order exchanges w’- ere the bal-
ance is in favor of the United States.
This arises from the fact that the sys-
tem is used between the United States
and Canada for commercial purposes,
while with European nations its use is
confined almost wholly to social pur-
poses. From Germany, however, con-
siderable sums are sent to heirs os bal-
ances due them in settlement of small
estates, which helps to more nearly
equalize the accounts between the two
countries. __
Spiritualism.
The interest in Spiritualism has not
died out in London. A seance was re-
cently held at the residence of Miss Ott-
ley, in Belgravia, ten persons sitting
around a table in a darkened room and
holding hands hour af ter hour. Musical
instruments flew about like bats, occa-
sionally patting every sitter gently on
the head in their flight. All present
were also played by materialized spirit
hands. The bust of a living form robed
in white was seen for a moment over the
table by everybody, as it illuminated it-
self with a flash oi light from something
held in its hands. An accordion in the
lap of one man was taken thence at his
request, and afterward played upon tri-
umphantly in mid-air. A heavy arm-
chair floated over the heads of the sit-
ters and settled on the table. A very
heavy ornamental steel fender was next
placed with one of its ends in the lap of
a barrister, the other end projecting over
the table at an angle of about forty-five
degrees. Next a chair was placed hori-
zontally on his shoulders, with his head
between the rails and legs. The tongs
and other fire irons were placed on the
table, and all these things were found in
the position described when a light was
struck. The medium is said to have
been in a trance, and his hands from first
to last were never free.
Rapid Transit in flew York.
Another new link in the great chain of
rapid transit haa been completed. The
New York Elevated railroad, miming up
on the east ride of the city, was opened
recently to the public. Trains are
now running from the Grand Oentral
depot to the South Ferry. It is thought
that the east side road will prove less
noisy than that on the west ride. In any
case, steam transit was a necessity for
the metropolis, and, though the compa-
nies are in dnty bound to do all they can
to abate the noise, yet individuals will
be compelled to pnt np with any una-
voidable annoyance due to the presence
of the elevated railroads in view of the
benefits which they are destined to con-
fer on the community at large. The
horse car had its day, and gave rise to
its annoyances. We now enter defi-
nitely upon the era of rapid transit,
which, unfortunately, cannot be free
from annoyances of its own. No rose
without a thorn.— iYetc York Graphic,
1858 ............. 6.013,103
IWl ............. 5 754,543
1871 ............. 5,386,708
1876 ........... 5, 321.613
1877 ....... ..... 5,338,9.6
 1878 ............. 5 350 950
The improvement since 1876 is com-
paratively so small as to hardly justify
an expectation thatit will be permanent
The causes of this rapid decrease in the
population may be accounted for by the
enormous emigration of this people to
this country, the number, in round num-
bers, being nearly 2,000,000, and another
1,000,000 to Australia, Canada, and other
countries. The number of emigrants to
this country was as follows:Period. Emigration.
18/0 to 1840 Inclusive ....................... 56,234
1841 to 1850 inclusive ........................ 161332
ISM to 1860 Inclusive ..................... 748 740
1861 to 1870 Inclusive ........................ 4I4J88
Fiscal yesr ;871 (three-fourths) ............. 36 024
Fiscal year 1872 .............................. 09 761
Fiscal year 1873 ............................. 75 ^
Fiscal year 1874 ............................. 47 688
Fiscal year 1875 .............................. 29 969
Fiscal year 1876 .............................. lelsiio
Fiscal year 1877 ............................. 13,792
Fiscal year 1878 (estimsted) .................. 12.000
Xu addition to the number here given,
several hundred • thousand have come
here either by the way of Canada or as
if from “ Great Britain.” Among other
causes to which this abandonment of
Ireland is attributed is the diminished
area of land sown, and the diminished
production of grain, potatoes, and other
food. The decrease in population has
been uniform with the decrease in the
area cultivated. The following table
shows the acreage of each principal
crop for the years given:
1857. 1867. 1877.
. Acre*. Acre*. Acre*.
........... 1 f 261,034 143,314
Parley ............ | | 172.932 228,601
Oats ............. - 2,748,380 - 1,610,511 1.471,691
Bye, beans and | |
_ P®*8 ............ J l 21,223 20,227
Potatoes .......... 1,169,707 1/01,781 871.631
Turnips and swedes ........ 335,728 336,201
All other green
crops ..................... 94,843 147,130
Flax ............... 97,721 213,267 123,363
With the exception of the great in-
crease of homed cattle from 1857 to
1867 there has also been a general de-
crease in the number of live stock. The
official estimate of live stock in Ireland
is as follows:
1857.
Lire Stock.
Booms .............. 610 718
Oattle .............. 640.501
ShCPD ............. 3, .87 785
Pjga* .............. .l,ii'2,812
1867. 1877.
umber. Xumber. Xumber.
........ 562,701
3,702,878 3 996,027
4 826,015 8 989,171
1,233 893 1,467,990
j •Exclusive of those kept In towns and by col-
lagen..
pleasing one.
1 ThAe are evidences of increasing
poverty on every hand. In 1857 the
number of paupers receiving assistance
from unions, eta, was 50.094; in 1867,
68,650, and in 1877, 85,680— about
double the proportion of twenty years
before.
An active volcano has put in an ap-
pearance in Humboldt county, Cal., and
is throwing up stones and fire. This is
in harmony with the periodical earth-
quake shocks experienced on the Pacific
coast.
When We Demoralise the Stomach
By excesses or imprudence in eating, we can-
not hope to escape the consequences for any
great length of time. The most robust diges-
tion must succumb to abuses of that important
function. Bat, supposing that we have been
foolish enough to enfeeble the stomach, is the
damage irreparable? By no means. The dys-
peptic has only to do two things to insure his
ultimate recovery. First he should ^opt an
easUy-digestible diet Second, he should use
with regularity and persistence Hostetler's
Stomach Bitters, the leading gastric invigoranc
of the age. The multiform symptoms of dys-
ers, biliousness and constipation, will
te the sufferer, if the
pepsia, and the almost invariably attendant
disorders, lious
assuredly cease to persecute U
above advice is attended to. Who that has
suffered the torments that chronic indigestion
inflicts will neglect to take advantage of a
remedy which, if the most positive evidence of
the medical profession and the public is to be
received with doe credence, is an absolute spe-
cific for the ewn plaint.1' t , /
Nervousness and sleeplessness can
be cured by the use of Dr. Graves’ HEART
REGULATOR. A single dose will enable a
person to pass a comfortable night who has
not known one for yean, and for quieting the
nerves and bringing the heart into healthy ao-
testify to its virtnes, and it will relieve yon as
well as others. We know it to be a medicine of
tion it cannot be excelled. Try it : thousands
f ii
great worth.
Among the many forms of Heart Disease are
Palpitation, Enlargement, Spasms of the
Heart, Trembling all over and about the
Heart, Stoppage of the action of the
Heart, Ossification or bony formation of the
Heart. Rheumatism, General Debility and
Sinking of the Spirits. Send your name to F.
druggists at 50 cents and tl per bottle.
Wilhoft’s Tonic.— The Great Fa-
vorite !— The popular Chill Cure of the age !
Composed of pure and simple drags. Wilhoft’s
Tonic has long bad the highest place in tne
long line of remedies for Chills and Fever. It
is not only Anti-Periodic bat is Anti-Panic, for
it curtails the heavy expense of doctors' visits,
where friendly calls are all itemized in the ac-
count current A penny saved is * penny
gained, and saving it in this way adds to health
and comfort Try Wilhoft’s Tonic as a certainty
and yon will never regret it Whxxlock, Fin-
lay A Co., Proprietors, New Orleans.
For sale by all Druooibtb.
For upwards of 80 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates
the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
whether arising from
An old and weD-
. or other caoset.
tried remedv. 25 cts. a bottle.
The Chicago Ledgkb is the only re-
liable Story Paper published in the West, and
is sold for half the price of Eastern papers of
the same kind. Three specimen copies sent to
any address for Ten Cents. Address. The
Ledger, Chicago, UL
foroorjulenoy, had not taken Allan's Anti-Fat,
physician "to Luzern* ^  ^Allan’s7 Anti-Fat
is manufactured in Buffalo, N. Y., by the un-
dersigned. We have already sold over 100,000
bottles of it It has therefore been taken by
thousands, and we challenge proof that it has
ever harmed anybody, nnless the redaction of
obese persons from 90 to 60 pounds, leaving
them healthy and strong, is considered a mis-
fortune. Furthermore; we hereby offer 15,000
reward for evidence showing that it contains
poisonous or injurious ingredients. We also
offer 15,000 if we cannot prove that it has re-
duced numbers of persons as stated herein, and
always without injury. It is said a lio will out-
travel the truth any time ; but we trust that
that have misled the public
attributed the lady's
those newspapers *
by saying that physicians _____________ _
death to the nae of Anti-Fat (which is only pnt
op by ns, the term 41 Anti-Fat " being onr trade
They Don't Know It.
Borne people don’t know that they are being
swindled every time tney buy an inferior,
short-weight, baking powder. It would be far
better to bay and use the old reliable Dooliy'h
Yeast Powder. Every package of the Dooley
Powder is warrauted absclutelv pure, and
strictly full weight. Sold by grocers.
Gaps Made in the Flesh by abscesses
and ulcers speedily disappear without leaving
a scar, when Henry's Carbolic Salve is the
agent emplcyed to heal them. This standard
article cures the worst sores, eradicates cu-
taneous eruptions, relieves the pain of burns’,
banishes pimples and blotches from the skin,
andhasprovel to be eminently sucaessful In
remedying rheumatifuh and soreness of the
throat and chest. Bold by all Druggists.
C. J. Van Ness, of Jonesvillc, Mich.,
writes that he has used two boxes of Grace’s
Salve on an Ulcer on his foot and it is almost
well. He wants two moie. Price 25 cents per
box at the drug stores, or sent by mail postage
paid for 35 cents. Beth W. Fowle A Sons,
Boston, Mass.
We ofier no apology for frequently
calling attention to Johnson'* AAodyne Lini-
ment, an it is the most valuable remedy that
has ever been prodnoed. It is a sure cure for
diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera morbus.
War, famine and pestilence all com-
bined do not produce the evil consequences
to a nation which result from impure blood in
our veins. Parsons Purgative Pills make new,
rich blood and prevent alt manner of diseates.
CHEW “
The Celebrated
“Matcblfbh’’
Wood Tag Plug
Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York. Boston and Chicago.
What will you read when the even-
ings grow long and cool? Did you ever read
The Best Family Paper in the United States ?
If not. send Ten Cents, and get three speci-
men oopie*. Address. The Ledger. Chicago, 111.
To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten
the breath, use Brown’s Camphoraied Rap Mia-
oeous Dentifrice. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.— Farmers, Fnml-
Uet and Other* can purchaae no remedy equal to Dr.
TOBIAS' VENETIAN LINIMENT, for tha rue of
Cholera. Diarrhea*. Dykentory, Croup, Gollo and Sea*
iokneaa, taken Internally (It la perfectly bannleM ; see
oath aooomuanylnjr each bottle) and externally for
(Jhronio Kuxuinauam, Headache, Toothache, Bore
Throat, Cute, Buma, SweUlnga, Bruleea, Moequlto
Httea. Old Bore*. Pain* In limb*. Back and Cheat The
VENETIAN LINIMENT wu Introduced In 1847, and
no one who baa used It but oontinuea to do ao, many
autinc It It waa Ten Dollar* a Bottle they would not be
without IA Thouund* of Certificate* can be eeenat
the Depot, apeakinc of it* wonderful curative proper,
ties. Bold by the DruggUU at 4U eta. Depot, 4*
Murray atreet, Naw York.
We, the undersigned clergymen of the Methodist
Church In Nora Beotia, Laving need the preparation
known as Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophoaphlte*.
prepared by Mr. James I. Fellow*, chemist, St John, N.
B., or having known cases wherein Its effects were beno-
fleial, believe it to be a reliable remedy for the dUeaaes
for which It is recommended.
James O. Henmiuar, /W» q/ Confer»»rt.
John MoMurray, Bx-PruH of
William Haroknt,
John A. Mosher,
John w. Howie, f
Stephen B Huebtis.
Richard W. Weddall,
Alex. W. Nicholhon.
Cranbwioe Jobt.
Rowland Morton. - ~ 
John Johnbon.
PKI.LOWM’ IlYPOPIIOMPIUTHM
acts as an electrical Influence upon the aystem, infusing
the tit vila Immediately, Inducing an appetite, digestion
and assimilation. Its Influence la exerted upon the
blood, tbe nerves, the muscles. It displaces waste or
diseased tissue and renovates the man. It Imparts tbe
principles of Life and animation, and restores the vigor
of youth, tbe feelings of youth and tbe appearance ofiriffh. ; '  c *: _ * 1
A DAY to Agents oeovtaeiiur (or the Hs*
aide Visitor. Terns and Outfit Free. A#
dress P. O. VICKERY. Augusta, Mala*
rilTTi A O — 7'ne cii'A Ape pricea-1
staple article— please* e<
creasing— Agents want
Tne noicest in tne world— Importers'
' : s— Largest Company In A me ri ca-
ses everybody— Trade eunlinajJIJfln
w ted ewrywhere-best induce-
ment s-d on 't waste time— Mmd for Circular to
ROBT WELLS. 43 Veaey 8t..N. Y.. P. O. Box 1387
YOUNG MBNisySamtt
n"bJ^onth.8mAUa*Urj whllJ[,earnln^ 81^jonftxr
GRACE’S SALVE.
JONEgTHAK, Mich., Dec. 27, 1877.— Messrs. Fimlet • I
sent you 10 ota. for two boxes of O race's Halve. I have
bed two and have weed them on an nicer on my foot, and
it Is almost well. Respectfully youxs. O. J. Van Ness.
Price 2A cents s box at all druggists, or sent by mall
WE WANT
It known to ail Cash Buysra of Boots s»d Bhoss faiths
Wsstorn country that w* have sstahlUhed a
Cash House in Chicago
BCJEL, COOK 4c 8K1XA8,
Ell mad 813 Madison Street, Chicane, 111.J^OUOo^ Mm. feUnl, Hm ud p.r
BOSTON TRANSCRIPT,
Daily and Weekly, Quarto,
BOSTON, MASS.
varied tsetse and requirements of the borne circle. All
the foreign and iooai news published promptly.
In ad vac 0*.
address, 67.30 par“ “ (6 copies to one
bend fob sample copy.
$2SevenSliot0A
Klfled Harrcl A
stfIM
— — — — — — • — « household.
Brown's Bronchial Troches, tor cougns and oolds
Business man’& magazine, ob Pages
I yr. ft. gampb fO.li, Jaew* P. geetl, W DwwU-rs gL, ChU-agm
4bQ s day to Agents to sal! a Household Aril*!*.
Addreee Buckeye M’Pg te., Marion, Ohio.
Men fbr on# vser, ttt begin work At
once. Balarjr fnlr. BuiIih m first class.
MoxitosGlaiw WoaKs,V;»cisnATi,On 10.WAHUO
((0 ft A A MONTH-AGENTS WANTED— 36 BEIT
Jti.gilll BelUng article# In the world; one sampleiPMvVyrw. Address Jay Bronson, Detroit, Mioh!
$10 to $1000BAXTRR iTCfc, *. Y.
j&warujflszsss*
. wmm/
Kitted M Grit liewnnUls Oolite. Keokuk, Iowa.
AWNINGS! TENTS!
Window Shades, Ao.
Koulb 'psitlsf*Ht.« Chicago, gy Band form
GY. gW AGENTS WANTED.
STANLEY
I . W h ' r Illustrated
IW NOW ItKADY.gWAUErffa \
The (Irnnd
Achievements
aftT- *  _ _ __
A fnU hlstoiy of bia gnat expedition Across A fries,
and llutvn the Congo. Splendidly Illuntrated. Low
priced. The book tbs publlcare wvrly traOing/or. fee
terms aridreM UnniUMD Bros.. Bli LaHall* ML .rhloags.
$10£$25ffiniW, .^NOVELTIES
SuSS?* Outfit Free s mail onapplication to
IcicMfvlws
* • t r* f i JA ^ ^ ^ f* N T
For Sunday Scjt oo. , hom i i. < * c D ,.mc l
>R0LS!^D--C.T.MIIUCAN
I LANDS WA
DUB WRNT Ikon
mod on terms to suit 1Waof
(Chart*mi by tho ttfte and imlorieft* its ArenT
Offer the choice of (100, (NH) Acre*, located on the
Transit H. R., which extends from Fermmdlna to Osdar
Kw’' nv«y?
HV alto ojftr Ike choice of Ten JWHon Acre* of Stale
Oran
Accor
Cotton
gn groves yield a pioflf of 4200 to fl.iKX) p«r Aore,
, Kloe, etc., pay largely. Large redarHoet made in
irampnriallop. fi. T. SMITH A CO.. 16H LeSall* St,
Chicago. Grand Eze union 10 Florida in October at r#rp
Imc fart Write for particular*.
o*^T GOODE AT LOWEST PJiive.a.
MAGICS™
iiius. uitaioguas Lociurt, 3 Jlaeehs, »*c.
Circulars Fnik. Outfits Wantru.
NAiild MUSICiL CiBIIlT. j THEO. J, UAH HA <*tt,
Nwrvona a Muhqu. I Filbert Sl, Phil-,-*’ '*%.
— IF* YOU A.RI3 —
Going to Kansas
Rend tor Free Quid*, gtvfng fnU and ralliblo Informal tow
J. E. LOCKWOOD.
A8ENT8 ..... teedChicago
KISiEHI
They are uniform in shade, and tbe color can ahrayw
be matched. Any one can paint with them. Ths* have
very superior covering properties, end do not, like the
lied patent paints, contain either water, benxlas
gys&n
so-ca led
or alkali.
•old . ~ __ _
In small oknsof
card showing
oor. fahoaan
fall ___ ____
Awarded hljkeet prim at Centennial ElfeoslUoo ten
fne cketel ,j and nctHence a»d U*Hep alar
arte/ of uem&ning aed flooring. The beet tobeoce
maA. As our blue strip trade- mark la cloeehever ade
Imitated on
SAPONIFIED
Ii the Old Briiable Coneentrhtad Ly®
FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAKIN8.
,ot ^
IT JS FULL WEIGHT AffD ST HE S’ G TB.
moke
BAVt MONET, AMD BUT TB*
SaponifTeR
MADE BY THE
Pennsylvania Salt Mamif g Ca,
_ PHILADELPHIA.
O.N.U.
______________________________________________________ _ ________
|m«ww’ ^otunm.
Late Hoeing of Corn.
The Qtinn&n farmer, writes a correspon*
dent of The Country Gentleman, told his
son about preparing the ground for corn:
“Hans, you schust drag it and drag it till
you think it is fine enough; then drag H
two times more good, and it will be about
right.” Something like this seems to be
the proper rule for hoeing corn. Presum*
ing that the field has been well cared for
early in the season, it will still pay to give
the corn a later hoeing in August. The
ground then has become hardened, and
numerous small weeds, grass and thistles
have made their appearance. Since har-
vest I have gone through the corn field
with the hoe, and I am quite sure it will
pay. There are some thistles in the field,
and these I do not cut off, but cover up
with a hoe full of loose earth. A thriatle
root cut off is only enfeebled by the loss
of the young sprout which it has sent up
fora breathing place. If this is small
the check is not very serious. The main
root is full of eyes, and at once some of
these start for a new sprout. But where
the shoot is covered with earth it cannot
so easily sprout again. The green leaves
are full of sap, which, in the moist ground
begins to decay. It is hard work for the
thistle root to send up a new shoot, and
if it does, a second covering up a week
later will generally finish the work. It is
just here that a great many farmers fail.
They hoe their thistles until July, after
which the corn gets so large that it is im-
possible to get the horse through it with a
cultivator. Corn and thistles are left to
grow together, and by September, when
the corn is cut, the ground is quite green
between the rows. And yet these farmers
have done two-thirds, and often three-
fourths, of the work needed to entirely
clean their fields of this weed. It is in-
jurious to the corn to cultivate between
the rows after tasselling has begun; but
because the horse cannot be used, it is no
reason why we cannot use the hoe.
Just now is the critical lime with corn.
The August drouth has come as usual just
at the time thej ears are forming. To
loosen the soil about the corn roots with-
out breaking them is equivalant to both
watering and manuring them. Weeds in
the hill of the corn, and if the surface is
hard, it is impossible for the corn to make
a good ear, with large, plump kernels. 1
have been trying three or four years to
increase the size of the grains on the ears,
and next to the use of mineral manures in
the hill, I rely on late hoeing to do this.
In passing over some corn fields the
other day^ I found the soil a heavy cloy,
baked almost as hard os the road bed.
Evidently nothing had been done to the
corn since June. The earth had been
drawn to the hills in a sharp peak, and
had formed a hard crust. If rain came
now it could do the corn little good. Yet
this corn, I saw it in June, seemed as
promising as any in the neighborhood.
Now it cannot possibly yield more than
fifty bushels of ears per acre, and unless
something is done, it will not yield so
much. All the work done on this field
will not be leturned In the crop. Two
days’ more work per acre would have
added twenty to thirty bushels to the crop.
Now it is almost too late to do anything.
The corn was planted early and has been
in tassel two or three weeks. Wherever
the soil is at all soft, the weeds are nearly
as high as the corn, and to remove them
would injure the corn roots almost as
much as it would help them.
The corn crop is one of the most im-
portant in the country; but as usually
grown corn does not clean land as it should.
If well cultivated through June and July,
and the later weeds are cut out in August
it might be made a renovating crop and
greatly Increase the productiveness of the
soil in future years. The large crop of
wheat, fifty bushels and a half per acre,
grown by Messrs. Ellwanger* Barry, of
Rochester, this year, as noticed in The
Country Gentleman, is due, I am satisfied,
to the thorough cleaning which their land
receives while in nursery, rather than to
its extra fertility. Trees do not need the
very richest soil, as this makes a rank suc-
culent growth, unfavorable for transplant-
ing. What they do need is thorough cul-
ture and pulverization of the soil, and this
Messrs. Ellwanger and Barry give them.
When farmers makeUeir fields as clean
from weeds as a well-cared for nursery,
they may hope to grow fifty bushels of
wheat per acre, with not more than their
average rate of fertility. This is the .rea-
son why spring grains and wheat yield
more after potatoes than corn. Digging
the potatoes gives the ground later cul-
tureand destroys many weeds. By late
hoeing of corn, and plowing the ground as
soon as the crop is off, the soih may be
cleaned as well as it usually is by a potato
crop.
NEW FIRM!!
6. VAN PUTTEN & SONS,
Burned ont by the late Fire we ro-opened In
ar new atore just completed at our old atand on
Biver Street,
We have Juet received a large new atock of
Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,
Groceries,
rockery,
Flour <fe Feed.
Etc., Etc.
RADEKE & SON,
Wholesale Dealer
Come and see for yourself, no
trouble to show goods.
PBICESABE LOW.
- o -
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.
At the New
Hard'ware Store
- OF -
J.Vanderveen,
Will be found a laroo aasortraent of new goods
at NEW PKICES,
Plows, Cultivators, Drags,
Hay and Manure Forks.
Com Planters, Bakes, Hoes,
Aleo a complete stock of
General Hardware,
Together with a large assortment of COOK
STOVES of the best munufarturers.
Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to,
----- o --
We respectfully solicit a shore of your patronage.
Old metals taken In exchange.
Gim USA CALL.
J. VAN DER VEEN.
Holland, April 15, 1877. 4-fim
SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
T , H, LYON, - - - Proprietor,
Special Announcement,
The undersigned desires to announce to the
public in general, that he is now the sole proprie-
tor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his personal attention
to the management of the house and the wants
of his guests The house has been refitted and re-
furnished, and now offers the best of accommoda-
tions to the traveling public. It contains 130 hand-
some and commodious rooms, fifty of which can
be had with board at $2.00 per day, and the re-
raalr der at the usual price, Having conducted the
hotel business In Grand Rapids for the past six-
teen yean, and thahkful for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes for a continuance of the same.
The rooms of Swpet's Hotel are not exce led by
any public house in the State, the tables are sup-
plied with all the markets afford, and careful atten-
tion la given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a liberal patronage from the
traveling public, which will bo duly appreciated
by the proprietor.
-And all kinds of
Smokers’ Fancy Articles.
- -A.X.SO -
Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated
Lager Beer.
Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.
Warehouse & Office on
WASHINGTON STREET.
GRAND HAVEN, MICH.
FOR SALE.
THE following described Lots in the City of
-* Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition $175
eACi:«Lol,.!;fi,0?k 8< Lot B,ock South West
Addition $17B each. Lots 1, 3, 3. 1, 5& 6 in Block
25. as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $300 each.
Also 6 lots West of First avenne at$125each. The
above will be sold for a small pavment down. Also
the following Lots 10. It, 12. 13, and 14, In Block
E. Lots 2, 4, 5 and i In Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.
The Great English Remedy
GBAY’S Specific Medicine
TRADEMARK.!* especially rec-TRADE
“ ommended as an
unfailing cure for
i Seminal Weak-
ness, Spermator-
rhea, Impotsncy
and all diseases
that follow as a
sequence on 8elfr
Before. Taking of’m^mory, Uni-AfteTraking.
versal Lassitude. Pain In the Back, Dimness of
vision, Premature Old Ago, and msny other dis-
eases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Orave, all of which as a rule are first
cauaed by deviating from the path of nature and
over Indulgence. The Specific Medicine Is the re
salt of a life stndy and many years of experience
in treating these special diseases.
Fall particulars in our pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific Medicine Is sold by all Druggists at
$1 per package, or six packages for $5. or will be
sent by mall on receipt of the money by addiess
Ing
The Gray Medicine Co.,
No. 10 Mechanics' Block, Detroit, Mich.
Op-Sold In Holland by Heber Walsh and by all
Druggists everywhere. 49-1 v
Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-
wood, and Stovewood, Akron
B
cement, always on hand at the
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Money! Money!!
Can be made by examining the large
new atock of
FURNITURE
Which I have purchased lower thau ever
will sell cheaper than ever before.
A FULL LINE OF CARPET?, FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.
Come and see the good* and ascertain
prices before yon purchase.
Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.
Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail
Bedroom Setts and Parlor Setts.
Coffins and Caskets always
on hand.
Fair dealing can be relied on.
While I thank the public for their patronage of
tne past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberal share
of it for the future.
- O -
n**’ ®;. ^ aBand see a most beautiful variety n
tamp Chairs, ornaments, picture frames, bracketh
et?:’ etc- „ S. RK1DSEMA.
Holland, May 15., 1878.
V
Johnston's
Sarsaparilla
la acknowledged to be the best and meet
reliable preparation now prepared for
LIVER COMPLAINT
DYSPEPSIA,
And for Purifying the Blood.
This preparation Is compounded with
great care, from the beat selected
Honduras Sarsaparilla, Yellow
Dock, Stillingia, Dandelion,
Wild Cherry, and other
Valuable Remedies.
Prepared only by
TT. JOHNSTON & CO.
Chemists & Druggists, *
161 Jefferson Aye., Detroit, Hioh.
Sold by all Druggists.
T. H. LYON.
?.we,ek in Jrour own ,own- outfit free,
r'° r*ak: Reader, If you want a business
at which persons ol cither sex can make
great pav all the time they work, write for particu-
larsto II. Hallett & Co., Portland. Maine.
To beat the Hemiao fly, which is the
grent winter wheat enemy of the country,
Harris says, select seed from localities not
infested, secure a vigorous Fall growth
and feed down close Winter and Spring.
It is alleged that the. Mississippi river is
lower than it has been for sixteen years.
All kinds of Ready Made Shirts-in-
cluding Fine White Shirts, from 85c to
$1.75; Sailors’ Blue Flannel, Hickory and
Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the finest
lot of neckties and collars, including the
Sultan Linen Collar
with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., too
numerous to mention, at tiie
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. Harrington.
fli H fl H !s not easily earned In these times, but
V / / / It can be made In three mouths bv any
111 I I ODO of e,th0P *«*. In any part of the
v «   country who Is willing to work steadily
at the employment that we furnish. $(tt per week
In your own town. You need not be away from
home over night. You can give your whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. We
have agents who are making over $20 per day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business. It co*ts noth
Ing to'try ihe business. Term ind $5 outfit free.
Address at once, H. Hallett A Co., Portland,
28-ly
MORTGAGE SALE.
F\EFAULT having been made In the conditions
L-J of a certain mortgage dated the 24th day of
May, 1875, made and executed by John M. Hick-
man and Hopy J. Hickman, his wife, to Vlctorlne
E. Hickman, then all ol Ottawa Connty, Michigan,
and recorded In the offlee of the Register of Deeds
of Ottawa County, Michigan, July 27th, 1875, in
Liber 7 of mortgages, on page 212, upon which
mortgage, and notes accompanying the aarae,
there is claimed to be due at the date of this notice,
the sum of $191.50, and an attorney fee of $10,
provided for In said mortgage, and no proceedings
at law or equity having been institutea to recover
the debt secured by said mortgage or any part
thereof; NoUceit hertbn oiven, that by virtue of the
power of sale In said mortgage contained, and of
the statute in such case made and provided, a<tid
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the mort-
gaged premises, or so much thereof as may be
necessary to satisfy said mortgaged debt, the Inter-
est thereon, said attorney fee, and the costs and
expenses of said sale allowed bv law, at public
vendue to the highest, bidder on ^ TnesdAy, the
17th day of September, 1878, at one
o’clock In the afternoon at the front door of the
Court House of Ottawa County, In the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premises to be sold
being described In said mortgage as follows, all
the following described piece or parcel of land sit-
uate, lying aud being in the Connty of Ottawa and
State of Michigan and known and described as
follows, to-wlt: the north half of the south-east
quarter of the south-west quarter of section thir-
teen (13), in town seven (7) north, of range fifteen
(15) west, and containing twenty actes of land
according to the United States survey be the same
more or less.
Dated, June 6th. 1878.
VICTORINE E. HICKMAN. Mortgagee
Lowing A Crosb, AU'yt for Mortgagee. 18-18w
P. WEIRICH’S
-ON DRAUGHT AT-
Henry Weirich
No. 104 Monroe Street,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.
The finest ^  Saloon in
A Choice Stock of Cigars
and Liquors.
Maine
[1 1 can make money faster at work for us than at
U anything else. Capital not required; we will
start you. $18 per day at home made by the
Industrious. Men, women, boys and girls wauied
everywhere to worx for us. Now Is the time.
Costly outfit and terms free. Address True A Co
Augusta, Maine.
^ Great cnauce to maxe money, if
DtU>UiMrL|r8I0| ^ ^publication in the world. Any one can become a
reports taking over 400 subscribers in ten days.
A I who engsge make money fast. Yon can devote
ailyonr timstothe business, or only yonr spare
time. You nejd not be away from home over
night. You can do It as well as others. Full par
ticolars, directions and terms free. Elegant and
expensive outfit free. If you want profitable work
send us your address at onee. It costs nothing to
try the business. No one who engages falls to
Por?and*!ffine Addr#M “The PeoP'e’“ Journal,"
R00KBINDIING!
TTie undersigned wishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, ho has made arrange-
ments with Mr. D. R. Meengs, at Holland, at whose
store, on River street, all job work for binding can
be left. I have purchased a new and complete line
of tools and slock uud will furnish first-class work.
.. A. CLOETINGH.
Muskeoon, Sept. 3 1875.
I would respectfully call the attention of the pub-
lic that I have on band a large stock of
Stoves,
Hardware,
Agricultural
Implements,
Etc., Etc.
Which I will sel> chesp-r than cvei before at the
Hardware Store,
— of —
J. VAN LANDEGEND.
Holland, April 27, 1878. IMyv
GROCERIES.
A complete stock of Groceries constant-
on hand. Our stock of sugars cannot be
bent.
New Orleans, Sugar ................. 8c.
Extra C ............................. 9c.
A ................................... 10c.
Granulated .......................... He.
We have a fine lot of coffees and
spices, and we have among our large var
iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per
pound thnt cannot be surpassed. Try it.
Also, a full assortment of canned fruit
including Corn and Tomatoes, etc.,
Hay, Corn, Oats, Bptter and Eggs, will
be taken in Excltange for goods, at the
highest Market Price, at the
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. Harrington.
Fine Building Site For Sale.
- -- ------
fTMl E Eas* 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 36. Situated
X between J. O. Doesbnrg’a Drug Store, and P.
A A. Steketce’s General Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire of - H. DOKSBURO.
Holland. April 7, 1877. 8-tf
The Celebrated Cincinnati
LAGER BEER
IS ALWAYS
OUST ID 33/ A. FT
- AT -
Wm. LEICHNER
NO. 68 CANAL STREET,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
The finest Bestanrant
in the City.
• - - —
Free Lunch every Morning.
Extra Lunches prepared at
all hours.
WM. LIECHNER.
Grand Rapids, Mioh. 22-8m.
Lunch from 10 to 1 1 o’clock a. in.
HENRY WI ERICH.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 22-3m
Mothers Read This
If you want a sale, sure and reliable medicine
for your chldrcn, for dlarrhcea, flux, summer com-
mer complaint, dysentery, and all diseases similar
to that— use
DR. SCHOUTE3TS
B,
Hundreds of Mothers will testify as to the value
of this preparation, not only in the above named a
complaints, but in so many diseases to which I’
children are subject. *
CHILDBEN CBY FOB IT.
, sum
wind
and
It does not only check dlatrhma, dysentery
mer complain, etc., bnt It cures griping and
eolic. regulates the bowels, corrects acidity
Irregularities of the stomach, bowels aid liver,
quiets the pem#. allays internal irritation, In-
morales the digestive organs, aud gives tone to
"E>,e U helps nature by assisting
dentition— siding digestion and checking the green
evacuations which are so troublesome and dancer-
ous during that period of Infancy. Address,
„ . R. A. SCHUUTBN, M. D.8|-Bm Holland, Michigan.
MEAT MARKET
— IN THE —
FIRST WARD.
The undersigned announcer!© the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
Son’s Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
J. VAN ZOEREN.
Holland. July 14, 1876.
TUG FOR SALE.
T AM authorized to sell the Steam Tug "Gem'
X on favorable terms. Inquire of
MANLY D. HOWARD.
LOST! LOST!
rvN Saturday last, two small pass-books, some-
where on Harrington’s Dock, or near Roost’s
libralfy rewarded 006 retarn,n* the Bflme "t'1 b(*
. R- T- ROGERS.2l-4w (Captain of the propeller Rogers.)
Holland, Holland. Mich
mm\ BOV LOST, HW BESTOSED !
BATontherodfrofcureiwithoutmed-
iclne) of Spermatorrhoea or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Itnpo-
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedi-
ments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epil-
epsy and Fits Induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance, Ac.
taf Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cured without the dan-
gerous use of Internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately aod radi-
cally.
£0r’ This Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent under sea]. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
. Tht CTOWELL HEDICAL CO,,
41 Asa St., N«v York; Post Offlee Box. 4S86.
1878. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1878.
MiUiuery | Fancy Dry- Goods,
And a large stock of
LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,
Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods. Huts, Feathers, Flowera,
Ribbons, Lacc Collars, Silks and Shawls.
A Handsome lot of New Style Ties, also a large
selection of Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,
and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely
new, etc.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET - - - - HOEEATSTlD, MIOH
